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Welcome to Openbook
This is our new editor Phillipa
McGuinness’ first issue and she’s off to a
strong start. Pip is with us for a year while
Cathy Perkins works on another project.
I’m writing this at the beginning
of November. Three weeks ago, the
Library began to emerge from one
of the deepest lockdowns in its long
history. July and August were the
cruellest months. My colleagues,
normally positive and cheerful in the
face of adversity, were seriously fed
up with it all. They were not alone.
Always darkest before dawn,
they say. Now, it seems, that
dawn is on the horizon.
This issue shivers with optimism.
A life illuminated by the stars, tales of
awards and their winners, plenty of
great writing and photography even
more than usual, much of it the work
of the Library’s own staff. You can read
about Sydney sandstone and a man who
loved it, about ‘pay-your-way’ women’s
cricket, cartographical globes and the
usual cartoons, games and reviews.

One swallow may not make a
summer. But this issue puts us in
the mood for summer, with shelled
prawns, gin punch and oysters.
We publish Openbook to encourage
interest in the State Library and there’s
lots to be interested in. Quite apart
from books and reading, the next few
months will see us open a small bar
on the roof of the Mitchell Building.
The main Mitchell Library Reading
Room will be closed in January for the
installation of new carpet and more desks
for readers. Work is about to begin on an
underground auditorium and a major
photography gallery in the Mitchell
Building. And there’s more to come.
Dawn is definitely upon us and
Openbook is her messenger.
Dr John Vallance FAHA
State Librarian

openbook obsessions
Letters
I just wanted to say that I absolutely
love the contemporary format and
contents of Openbook. It is a beautiful
magazine to hold and read, and I find
it deeply relevant to the wide-ranging
interests and concerns that the
State Library addresses in so many
ways. Libraries all over the world
have a great social responsibility
to reach out to the community and
I believe Openbook does that.
Jan Dickinson, Balmain

Morning! I received my first copy of
OB yesterday and my first thought was,
‘Are you kidding me?!’ What a beautiful
magazine, especially the quality of both
the photographs/photography and the
paper – not to mention the content! I’ll be
spreading the word! An added bonus was
receiving The Mother Wound. Thank you.
J Warner, Ryde

I must congratulate SLNSW for a
top magazine – I really enjoy reading
articles from it. It’s the best!!
Janelle Hatherly, Lavender Bay

Just as the spring issue of Openbook
went to press, James Broadbent and
I discovered that the unbelievably
grand 1860s garden of Sir James Martin,
Clarens at Potts Point, discussed in
our article ‘Grand Designs’, had been
designed by William Guilfoyle on a
lavish budget of £20,000. Guilfoyle had
travelled to Fiji, Vanuatu and Samoa
as a plant hunter, which probably
explains the very tropical nature of the
garden’s vegetation. He later became
the celebrated director and designer
of Melbourne’s Botanic Gardens.
Howard Tanner

Turning
the Tablos

Books,
Books, Books

Jemma Birrell, former Sydney
Writers’ Festival director, has a
new venture: Tablo Tales. It is the
boutique literary imprint of Tablo
Publishing, a platform that connects
aspiring writers to the technology that
can turn them into published authors.
Yet Tablo Tales are old-school
hardcovers, beautifully produced.
And short! Their distinctive covers
remind us how fabulous black-ink
drawings (by book designer Alissa
Dinallo) look on a pastel background.
The first series focuses on women
writers from around the world:
acclaimed author Claire Messud’s
novel A Dream Life, about a New York
family finding themselves in Sydney
in the 1970s, and Lauren Elkin’s
No. 91/92: A Parisian Bus Diary,
a love letter to the City of Light.

The name of Nicole Abadee’s
wonderful literary podcast —
Books, Books, Books — delivers on
its promise. An hour’s conversation
with a single writer, from Australia
or overseas, talking about nothing
but their latest book is always an
hour well spent. Novelists, historians,
lawyers, memoirists, politicians,
biographers and literary journal
editors such as Ashley Hay of the
Griffith Review clearly relish the
opportunity to talk about their work.
Former barrister and editor, and
current book all-rounder for the
Good Weekend, Abadee’s questions
are informed, insightful and always
empathetic. Her Summer Series
from December includes interviews
with Charlotte Wood, Michelle
de Kretser and Hannah Kent.

The best letter will receive a $50
voucher from the Library Shop.
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Yves

REES
me this means I present as ‘precise,
diligent, peace-seeking and organized’.
I may seem ‘a bit too attached to work,
details, and the pursuit of perfection’.
I don’t believe in astrology, but I do
Ouch. Not for the first time, Co-Star
know that I’m a Pisces, my mother
knew me better than I knew myself.
is an Aquarius, and my father is a
Crucially, however, our rising sign
Scorpio. I know that I click with fellow
is supposed to get less important as we
water signs and find air signs tricky.
age. As the years accumulate, and we
Like a good queer millennial, I have
settle into our own skin, our rising sign
the Co-Star astrology
retreats and our sun sign
app on my phone.
rises to the surface.
Pisces are meant to
‘Be weird’, was
Over the last few
be creative and othermy New Year’s
years, I’ve started to live
worldly: the fish sign,
resolution
differently. I’m still an
floating through the
for
2020
currents of imagination.
academic, but I’ve also
For the longest time,
been writing personal
I couldn’t see myself
essays. I came out as
in that description. I wasn’t one of
trans and published a memoir. I’m
the arty kids at school; I was the ruleworking on a novel. I spend more time
abiding straight-A student. I excelled
thinking and dreaming and talking to my
at maths, not music or drama. In
cats, and am less focused on following
adulthood, I became an academic,
the rules and ticking boxes. ‘Be weird’,
a proverbial brain on a stick. Analysis
was my New Year’s resolution for 2020.
was my flow state; work my drug of
Is this my creative Piscean energy
choice. To all appearances, I couldn’t
emerging as the uptight Virgo mask
be further from the intuitive Piscean
slips away? Let me assure you, I’d be the
dreamer my horoscope described.
first to roll my eyes at this suggestion.
Several years ago, someone I was
I’m no hippy dippy anti-vaxxer; I’m
dating explained the importance of rising
a PhD who believes in science. But
signs. Our sun sign might be our essential
it’s also true that I’ve spent several
self, but our rising sign is how we present
hundred dollars to have a school of
to the world. It’s our social mask. Turns
out my rising sign is Virgo. Co-Star tells
Piscean fish inked onto my forearm.

I don’t believe in
astrology, of course.

I don’t believe our horoscope
defines us, of course. Or to be precise,
I don’t believe in it any more or less
than I believe in any of the stories
we tell ourselves to make sense of
this chaotic and tremendous thing
called life. I wouldn’t put my faith
in the stars, but they did give me a
framework to understand a transition
in my life, a period of flux in which
a different self came to the fore.
Astrology might be bunk, but that’s
arguably beside the point. Like any
good story, it’s made life a little better.
It gave me permission to embrace the
wilder, fishier parts of myself. And
what more can we ask of it, really?
Dr Yves Rees is an award-winning
writer and historian living on unceded
Wurundjeri land. Their book All
About Yves: Notes from a Transition
was published in 2021. Lecturer in
History at La Trobe University and
co-host of Archive Fever podcast,
Rees was the recipient of the 2020
Calibre Essay Prize and was a 2021
Varuna Residential Fellow.
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And the
winner is …
NSW Premier's Literary Awards 2019
held in the Mitchell Library Reading Room.
Photo by Joy Lai
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OPINION

WORDS

W

Phillipa McGuinness

hat impact do prizes have on
Australia’s literary ecosystem?

The State Library of NSW is literary
prize central. Consider the portfolio of
prizes administered by the Library and
announced within its sandstone walls:
the 13 categories of the New South Wales
Premier’s Literary Awards — which
include novels, non-fiction, poetry and
plays, television or film scripts, and
writing for children and young adults
with $300,000 worth of prizes on offer
— the National Biography Award, the
Mona Brand Award for Women Stage
and Screen Writers, the Russell Prize for
Humour Writing, and the five categories
of the NSW Premier’s History Awards.
Of course, there are many prizes for
books and writing announced across
the land that are quite unrelated
to the Library: the Stella Prize; the
Prime Minister’s Literary Awards;
the Queensland, Victorian, Adelaide
Festival, Northern Territory and
Western Australian awards; the Ned

Kelly Awards for crime writing: the
relaunched Age Book of the Year: the
Walkley Book prize and many more.
The Miles Franklin Literary Award,
Australia’s most prestigious literary
prize, has strong connections to the
Library and not only because the Library
holds Franklin’s papers. Mitchell
Librarian Richard Neville has been a
judge for 12 years and the shortlist and
winner announcements are often hosted
by the Library. In 2021, the shortlist was
announced in the Galleries, crowded
with people unaware that within weeks
they would be back in lockdown. Amanda
Lohrey’s The Labyrinth went on to win.
Sara Fishwick is responsible for
administering prizes for the Library,
some funded by the NSW government,
others by private benefactors. She lets
publishers and writers know that entries
are open and is deluged by boxes of
books arriving before the deadline for

And the winner is … :
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each prize. Multiple copies of books don’t
arrive by magic; editorial and marketing
assistants working in publishing houses,
who Fishwick says she gets to know on
a first-name basis, keep spreadsheets to
match books to the awards they are eligible
for, pay a fee to enter and dispatch bulk copies of books.
‘As we unpack the books we take some home to read,’
says Fishwick. ‘We always wonder about which entries
will be successful and try and guess who the judges
will select as the eventual winners.’ Appointing judges
is a major undertaking — there are 30 judges for the
Premier’s Literary Awards alone. Judging is a huge job
and for many the responsibility the role carries weighs
heavily. An honorarium is paid, but most judges sign
up as a way to give back to the literary community.
For writers, the prize landscape is getting more
competitive: for the fiction, non-fiction and children’s
categories in the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards,
assuming all books are equal contenders — which of
course they are not — writers have approximately
a 1-in-120-chance of winning. Final decisions can
be fraught. Fishwick says the NSW Book of the Year,
which is chosen from each category winner, is always
hotly contested. Three-hour meetings while judges
wrangle over a decision are not uncommon.
The best part of her job, Fishwick says, is letting
writers know they’ve been shortlisted or have won.
The heartfelt messages she receives from writers reaffirm
the importance of literary awards, not least financially.
Covid lockdowns have meant moving events that
were previously heaving with excited crowds to online
platforms. One benefit has been that people from
around Australia, and indeed the globe, can take part
in the celebrations. The Library will likely continue
video-streaming in conjunction with in-person events
when, once again, exuberant writers can bounce to the
stage, shake hands, pose for a photo and thank everyone
who made their work possible. Often there are tears,
especially when a writer looks up and sees their family
and friends. And maybe disappointed fellow writers, too.
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Fishwick says that award coordinators from all over
Australia hold regular group meetings. ‘This group is
invaluable for sharing information about how to improve
awards and how to best promote Australian writers.
We love writers and see ourselves as working for them.’
She adds, ‘So many writers spend time at the State Library
researching and writing their books, so connecting with
them again through the awards process feels like coming
full circle. The awards program allows the Library to
extend our reach into the literary community, developing
ongoing relationships with writers and publishers.’
Asked if the wrong name has ever ended up in the
envelope, she says no, adding ‘I would be mortified!’
What impact do these prizes have on Australia’s
literary ecosystem and on individual writers? Sydney
Review of Books editor Catriona Menzies-Pike, who also
happens to be chair of the judging panel for the 2022
Douglas Stewart Prize (the non-fiction category of the
NSW Premier’s Literary Awards) tweeted recently,
‘Prizes reflect the values, predilections, biases etc of a
given group of judges, usually squashed into a negotiated
consensus. The judges may be skilled and generally
act in good faith, but the prizes are not a marker of
transcendent, transparent, inherent value.’ Menzies-Pike
is no doubt right, but many readers overwhelmed by the
sheer number of new releases rely on that gold sticker
gleaming on a book’s cover to narrow their choice.
Seeking to uncover more of the mystery behind the
decision-making processes, and to find out what impact
a prize can have, Openbook asked a judge, a writer, a
publisher and a bookseller about their experiences.
Here is what they told us, in their own words.

The Judge
Mandy Sayer
The National Biography Award attracts entries
from multiple genres: memoir, autobiography,
historical biography and non-fiction hybrids
that entwine personal stories with traditional
research. In 2021 there were 101 titles submitted
that ranged from the self-published to the highly
stylised hardback limited edition. In addition
to selecting a longlist, a shortlist and a winner,
we judges were also asked to select a recipient
for the Michael Crouch Debut Award.
Piles of books were stacked on my dining room
table, blocking out sunlight from the adjacent
window. We decided that each book would first
be read by two of the three judges, reducing the
number of books to be considered initially from
101 to about 68. Since I was at the same time
researching and writing a biography myself —
my first attempt at this genre — I reorganised my
schedule so that I would write for the first two hours
of my working day, and read uninterrupted for the
rest of it, including weekends. I averaged about
four books a week over four-and-a-half months,
taking notes on every title then entering them into
an online spreadsheet created by the Library.
The winner of the Debut Award was to
be included on the shortlist of six. This year
there were compelling and utterly unique
stories of immigration, prostitution, the
Stolen Generations, homosexuality, disability,
mistaken identity, adoption, addiction and
travel. The best ones managed to unite story
and narrative voice into a transcendent whole.

The traditional biography submissions also
yielded great variety in terms of subject matter
and style. Once, third-person biographies were
written about ‘famous’ people about whom the
public is unusually curious. Fortunately, times have
changed and now a largely anonymous life can carry
the same amount of gravitas as a notorious one.
Based on our notes, in late June 2021 my
fellow judge Rick Morton and I submitted our ten
recommendations for the longlist to the chair of
the judging committee, Suzanne Falkiner, which
she then compared with her own. To our surprise,
many of our individual selections aligned and
after a brief discussion, it was remarkably easy to
whittle down our collective selections from 30 books
to 10. Each of the judges then read carefully every
longlisted title, making more notes, to which we
now added a score out of 10. These unambiguous
scores meant the shortlist almost created itself.
Again, we were all in complete agreement and,
unlike other judging panels I’ve been on, there
were no fisticuffs or covert death threats.
Mandy Sayer, judge for the 2021 National Biography
Award, is a novelist, essayist and non-fiction writer.
The winner of the 2021 National Biography Award
was Truganini: Journey Through the Apocalypse,
by Cassandra Pybus; the winner of the Michael
Crouch Debut Award was One Bright Moon,
by Andrew Kwong. (See our interview with
Andrew Kwong on page 88.)
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The Publisher
Meredith Curnow
To paraphrase Julia Gillard, a prize
doesn’t explain everything. A prize
doesn’t explain nothing.
The Yield, published in July 2019,
by Wiradjuri author Tara June Winch,
is a powerful novel exploring family,
language, Country, storytelling and
identity. A work that had 10 years of
writing, learning and living informing it.
It was published with endorsements
from Melissa Lucashenko, Bruce Pascoe,
Paul Kelly (the singer), Joy Williams,
Kate Morton and others. It had a
comprehensive sales, marketing and
publicity campaign driving it into the market.
Further acclaim and support soon came
from booksellers and critics from all parts
of the media. As did invitations for events
and festivals. Sales were tracking steadily
above those of Tara’s previous books and
there was a nice uplift for Christmas 2019.
After some much-appreciated
acknowledgement on prize longlists and
shortlists, in May 2020 The Yield won the
Christina Stead Prize for Fiction and the
Book of the Year in the NSW Premier’s
Literary Awards. Around this time the Miles
Franklin shortlist came out, too, and in July
The Yield was announced as the winner.
Sales increased by 365% week on week
and remained elevated through Christmas
when this very special book was awarded
the Prime Minister’s Literary Award.
The Yield was always a brilliant book
that was going to find and reward its
readers. But 100,000 of them? And not
only across Australia and New Zealand but
the UK, North America, France and the
Netherlands as well? Literary prizes made
all that possible. Long may they continue.
Meredith Curnow is publisher of the Knopf,
Vintage, Hamish Hamilton and Viking
imprints, at Penguin Random House.
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The Writer
Bram Presser
It took me eight years to write
The Book of Dirt. By the time it was
finished, I’d lost all perspective on
whether it was any good. I had high
hopes but was also realistic about
the fate of literary debuts. The first
couple of awards of the season came
and went without noticing my little
book so I was forced to make an
uneasy peace with it not being an
‘award book’. I remember sitting in
a hotel in Thailand with my partner
and baby daughter when the email
came that I’d been shortlisted for
the Christina Stead Award in the
NSW Premier’s Literary Awards.
I literally jumped around the room.
When the shortlist was released,
any hope I had of winning was
immediately dashed. I loved the
other books and knew a couple
of the authors personally. I was
still overseas when the next email
came. It was very cloak-and-dagger,
asking me to sign a non-disclosure
statement before they could tell me
anything. I thought it strange and
tried not to read too much into it.
I signed. A day later, the email came

to say I’d won not only the Christina
Stead Prize but also the UTS Glenda
Adams Award for New Writing. The
rest of the trip I spent in a daze.
Once we returned home, I spent
a good month attempting to keep
a poker face whenever I saw my
editor, or anyone in the book world.
I’m terrible at poker, so that mostly
meant hiding at home. When
asked, I straight up lied. Even to
my grandmother. My partner and
I went to the ceremony and acted as
if we knew nothing. She sat to one
side of me, my editor on the other.
Much of what followed is a blur.
The UTS Glenda Adams Award
was first. I got up and forgot to
thank UTS, but at least made
a pretty good joke about Philip
Pullman’s Book of Dust. Everyone
laughed. Then came the Christina
Stead. I got up, thanked everyone
this time but made a terrible joke
about potato cakes/potato scallops.
Not even my partner laughed. Then
came the People’s Choice. I had
no idea I’d won it and it was my
biggest thrill for the night. I jumped

The Bookseller
David Gaunt

up, thrust the other two awards
in my partner’s hands, chipping
the glass on one of them. When
I got to the podium, I realised I’d
run out of jokes. A quick thank
you, and I was off the stage.
These days, the trophies
take pride of place in my home
library, on the mantel beside my
writing desk. Not only are they
beautiful, but they remind me of
one of the most joyous nights of
my life, of that brief period when
I felt financially secure enough
to commit fully to writing, and
the incredible sense of validation
they gave me as a writer, that what
I had to say on the page was worth
saying. I only hope next time it
won’t take me eight years to say it.
Bram Presser’s The Book of Dirt
won three prizes at the 2018
NSW Premier’s Literary Awards.
He describes himself as a
semi-reformed punk rocker,
a recovering academic and
lapsed criminal lawyer.

I’ve had different conversations
about prizes for a long time. It’s
a subject close to my heart.
In our experience as booksellers,
more fiction gets read than non-fiction.
Maybe not if you were to add up all
the non-fiction, but when you take out
the kinds of books relevant to prizes.
Fiction can be such a subjectively
received way of writing. Readers don’t
always trust other people’s opinions,
not just with genre fiction, but with
literary fiction too. So, people are
delighted to get the guidance that
a fiction prize gives them, especially
a prize with a reputation they trust.
In Australia the award with the biggest
impact is the Miles Franklin, by a
length of many streets. It’s the most
influential. In fiction, people pay a lot
of attention to the Booker Prize as well.
Non-fiction prizes work a little
differently. Often, it’s more that readers
didn’t know about a book until it won
a prize. But non-fiction readers perhaps
don’t rely on prizes in the same way
because it’s factually based — they
know what they’re interested in. But
the way that a prize is administered
and marketed makes a huge difference.
Gleebooks had a lot to do with the
NSW Premier’s Literary Awards for
a long time because we used to sell
books on the night. Also, we sponsored
the prize for cultural criticism, which
we saw as a neglected area. I can think
of two books straight away that went
from nothing to quite something as
a result of winning an award. Ray
Parkin’s HM Bark Endeavour was
one, full of meticulous drawings
he did himself. It was an expensive
book, but no one had heard of this
90-year-old sailor, former prisoner of
war, survivor of the Burma-Thailand
railway — it was a story made in
heaven for the media. Another book
whose fortunes were transformed

was nonagenarian Holocaust survivor
Jacob G Rosenberg’s East of Time,
which was unknown before it
won a prize.
I remember, too, the massive boost
that Bruce Pascoe’s Dark Emu got
when it won the Indigenous Writers’
Prize at the NSW Premier’s Literary
Awards in 2016. We thought we’d been
selling it very well, bloody well! It won
Book of the Year too, and during the
Sydney Writers’ Festival a few days
later we sold a couple of hundred
copies out of nowhere. Lots of people
were hearing about the book and it
had a story they were interested in.
It was a whole package and it took off.
There has been a bounce for
Cassandra Pybus’ biography of
Truganini since it won the National
Biography Award. It had been out for
more than a year and the sales had
slowed to a trickle, but a quarter of our
total sales have been in the last four
weeks since the prize was announced.
Judges don’t always get it right.
I remember in the late 1980s when
Oscar and Lucinda won most of the
prizes on offer around the country.
NSW was about the last one for the year
and the erstwhile judges wouldn’t give
it to that book because it had already
won too many prizes! I challenge
you to recall the book they gave it
to — Final Things by John Sligo. With
all respect, I don’t think it’s in print
anymore, but Peter Carey’s definitely is.
So, the general consensus is the more
prizes the better. But often the prize
means little — except for the author
of course — until the media takes up
the story behind a particular book.
David Gaunt has been co-owner of
Gleebooks for more than 40 years.
As well as the main shop in Glebe,
Gleebooks has branches in Dulwich
Hill, Blackheath and will return to the
foyer of the Roslyn Packer Theatre.
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C RE AM S.

Cool
delivery

Purrfectly
delicious

Australians of all ages are keen
ice cream eaters and our ice cream
history has been influenced by
American and Italian traditions.
In the early 1900s, before home
refrigeration, ice cream was bought
directly from the manufacturer,
delivered to customers by horse and
cart or scooped fresh into cup or cone
by street vendors. Thelma and Ted
Harbrow operated their ice cream cart
in Bega, NSW, in the 1930s, selling
Wright’s Puritan Ice Cream, an American
brand first established in 1908.

On Saturday 5 March 1949, the front page
of the Newcastle Morning Herald and
Miners’ Advocate, ran this headline: ‘Even
a Cat can like ice-cream.’ The article told
the story of Coconut, a three-month-old
kitten, who loved ice cream, preferably
flavoured, and who could hold the cone
with its tiny paws. Each afternoon
the kitten was taken by its owner,
Irene Graham, 14, to buy ice cream from
Mrs Wall’s shop in Percy Street, Lambton.
Coconut was known to have eaten up
to four ice creams in one day. (Readers
who own cats should note that small
doses of vanilla ice cream are safe for
felines but can cause digestive upsets.)

TA K E 5

Fancy
creations

Summer
delight

One of Australia’s best-loved brands,
Peters Ice Cream, was founded in
a disused shed in Manly in 1907,
by American Fred Peters. Business
flourished, so Peters leased two small
freezers in an ice factory in Paddington,
before opening his own factory in
Redfern in 1923, then the world’s
largest ice creamery. In the 1930s,
Peters American Delicacy Co. Ltd
began offering customised ice cream
desserts, ordered by phone for home
delivery and packaged in dry ice to
stay frozen for up to eight hours. The
popular ‘Neapolitan Brick’ came in
two sizes, with its three layers (vanilla,
strawberry and chocolate) arranged on
top of each other to be cut into slices for
serving. Peters’ slogan until the mid1970s was ‘The health food of a nation’.

Taken in Queensland in 1965, this image
of an Aboriginal girl eating an ice cream
is one of Max Dupain’s best photographs.
Dupain’s intention in creating this image
is not known but it may have been a
comment on the inequalities faced by
First Nations peoples before the 1967
referendum to improve Indigenous
rights. The Dupain archive reveals that
the little girl was also photographed
with other family members. For this
iconic image, shot at eye level and
looking straight ahead, she becomes the
central focus of the frame, and conveys
the universal ‘lip-licking’ delight of
enjoying an ice-cream cone on a hot day.

Brain freeze
This 1970s satirical poster by ‘Otto and
Chris’ shows a flamboyant caricature
of Malcolm Fraser, Liberal Party
leader and 22nd Australian Prime
Minister (1975 to 1983), portrayed
as the Ice-Cream Kid. The iconic
psychedelic image of a goofy character
squashing an ice cream cone against his
forehead was first created by American
rock-and-roll graphic designers
Stanley Mouse and Alton Kelley for
the Grateful Dead’s Europe ’72 album
cover. In November 1974, National
Lampoon’s magazine featured a similar
portrait of President Gerald Ford. The
local version goes one step further,
adding six campaign buttons pinned
to Fraser’s lapel: fellow conservative
politicians Sir Phillip Lynch, Sir William
McMahon, Doug Anthony, Sir Joh
Bjelke-Petersen, Reginald Withers and
Governor-General Sir John Kerr each
with an ice cream stuck to their forehead.
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The man

in the street

Sydney pavement artist, 1935, ACP photo archive, State Library of NSW
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Pavement artists
were a constant and
controversial presence
on city streets in the
early twentieth century.
The man is kneeling on the public footpath, intent on the
drawing in front of him. His suit is shabby but not ragged; his
well-worn hat is sweat-stained; a cigarette dangles from his
mouth. With his tin of chalks close by, he is adding touches to
a picture of a man who also happens to be wearing a battered
suit and hat. The photograph in which he appears has a brief
entry in the State Library’s catalogue: ‘Pavement artist,
5 February 1935’. As it turns out, the date is significant.
Pavement artists were once a common sight in Australian
cities. In Britain, ‘screevers’ had earned their living by drawing
pictures on footpaths throughout the 1800s, but it was not
until 1899 that a small article in Sydney’s Truth newspaper
announced, ‘The pavement artist is known to all Londoners,
and at last he has arrived in Sydney.’ Melbourne’s Table Talk
newspaper reported the following year that ‘He has come at last
— the pavement artist, painting landscapes, birds, war pictures,
scenes of the sea, and of the bush, on the flags in William-street.’
In the following years, pavement artists became increasingly
familiar. Most had regular spots, or ‘pitches’, mainly in Sydney
and Melbourne, but also in Brisbane, Perth and occasionally
The man in the street :
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This poem by ‘Wagra’ was published on the ‘Laughter and Tears’ page of Smith's Weekly, 24 October 1931

Adelaide. Some drew directly on the pavement, others
chalked pictures on pieces of cardboard they arrayed
about them in the hope that passers-by would throw
down coppers, and perhaps some silver coins as well.
When their numbers were swelled by returned
servicemen after the First World War, and again
by unemployed men during the Depression, it’s
probably fair to say that the quality of their pictures
varied. But many were indeed competent artists.
Those two brief articles about the ‘arrival’ of the pavement
artist set the scene for Australian newspapers’ fascination
with these characters of the street over the next four decades.
News reports and photographic features brought attention
to their presence. Reflective essays mused on this ‘most
unique of professions’. Poetry, even ditties submitted by
children, expressed pity for the lot of the pavement artist.
In short fiction appearing in newspapers, pavement
artists were shady types, acting as lookout for crooks
transacting some nefarious business. Or they were men who,
by dint of their humble charm and gallantry, won the love
of the girl who passed by every day. The same jokes about
pavement artists were used as fillers in news columns over
and over again. Did you hear the one about the pavement
artist who bragged that his picture of a herring (or a steak,
or a sausage) was so realistic a dog had tried to eat it?
20 /
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For newspaper writers and presumably their readers,
these men — and the occasional woman — represented both
the romantic and the gritty aspects of city living. At a time
when people were not as overwhelmed by images as we are
— on walls, signs and screens — here were colourful little
pictures brightening dull city corners, and the chance to
watch an artwork emerging from the hand of the artist.
But at the same time that artist presented as an abject figure,
down on his knees in grubby clothes on the dirty street.
Because many articles and photographs were syndicated
to newspapers around the country, even people in rural
areas must have had a conception of ‘the pavement artist’.
But that impression was based on the observations of
onlookers; the voice of the artist was hardly ever heard. One
of the few who spoke up for themselves was the man in the
Library’s photo — a Sydneysider who attracted attention
when he copied an Archibald Prize-winning portrait.
The 1934 Archibald Prize was awarded to impoverished
artist Henry Hanke, who had painted himself in
the battered clothes and hat he wore when working
outdoors on government ‘sustenance relief’ programs.
The judges’ choice provoked critics, but it was popular
with ordinary people who identified with the artist
struggling through the Great Depression just as they were.

Prime Minister Stanley Bruce begs for the campaign funds he thinks he deserves from big business, ‘The Pavement Artist’, Australian Worker,
3 December 1924

On 29 January 1935, a couple of weeks after Hanke was
announced the winner, the Daily Telegraph ran a snide little
story with the headline ‘Pavement Artist Profits on Hanke’.
The artist in front of the Registrar-General’s Office on the way
to the Domain was accused of cashing in on Hanke’s publicity
by reproducing in chalk the ‘famous Portrait of the Artist’.
The chalker must have got wind of the story, because
two days later the Telegraph made a kind of retraction with
another tiny article, ‘Pavement Artist Explains’. Douglas James
William Dodson, it said, was disturbed at the thought that his
reproduction was cashing in on a fellow artist; he copied the
portrait because it was topical, just as he would draw ‘Smithy’
(Sir Charles Kingsford Smith) or Prince Henry (the Duke of
Gloucester, who made a successful visit to Australia in 1934).
Sniffing a human interest story, a press photographer must
have gone to take a picture of Dodson, and on 6 February
the Melbourne Herald published a photograph of an
unnamed pavement artist chalking a copy of Hanke’s selfportrait. It’s the negative of this photograph that is part of
the vast ACP photo archive in the Library’s collection.
Dodson was one of the canny pavement artists who
attracted donations by drawing topical subjects. Copying
from postcards and newspaper clippings they sketched Don
Bradman, boxing champions, film stars and well-known
sights like the newly built Sydney Harbour Bridge. One artist
broke the news of Phar Lap’s death by chalking a picture of
the horse along with the words ‘The late Phar Lap R.I.P.’
Sometimes pavement art ran to politics. During the
constitutional crisis of the early 1930s — when Premier Jack
Lang was dismissed by the New South Wales Governor over
his radical plan to combat the Great Depression — some
pavement artists ran de-facto straw polls for the postdismissal election. Their chalked portraits of Lang and his

opponent Bertram Stevens tempted passers-by to place
coins on the picture of the politician they favoured.
Politics was tied up with pavement artists in another
way, when the comic-strip stereotype of the kerbside
chalker as a poor beggar and a poorer artist found its
way into political cartoons. Pavement artists holding out
their hats might represent, for instance, state premiers
begging for money from the Federal Government or
squabbling among themselves for pennies.
Most pavement artists were wary of accusations of begging,
which was against the law. They knew not to approach
passers-by and ask for money; they could only accept coins
that were thrown down voluntarily in appreciation of
their art. But it didn’t always work out that way, and it was
because of alleged begging that pavement artist Douglas
Dodson appeared in the newspapers twice more.
In January 1936, when a reporter from the Sydney Morning
Herald took a walk around the heart of the city, he found it
was almost devoid of beggars. The ‘wheezy instrumentalists,
trilling vocalists, sellers of matches and bootlaces and toys’ of
recent times had almost all disappeared. ‘Even the pavement
artist in front of the Registrar-General’s Department,
near the Domain gates, was missing,’ he declared.
Within a few days an indignant response under the
heading ‘Pavement Artists Are Not Beggars’ was published
as a letter to the editor in Smith’s Weekly. ‘Have you ever
heard of, or seen, a pavement artist rattle a box, ask, or
molest the public?’ the writer asked. ‘He’s got all to lose
and nothing to gain by doing so ... I speak for myself and
others I know. Signed, D.J.W. Dodson, Pavement Artist,
Outside Registrar-General’s Office, near Domain Gates.’
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Unfortunately for Dodson it was not only journalists
who conflated pavement artists and beggars. Almost exactly
two years later, an over-zealous police constable arrested
Dodson — who still had his pitch outside the RegistrarGeneral’s Office — and charged him with gathering alms.
The subsequent court case was widely reported mainly,
it would seem, because of a splenetic outburst from the
magistrate. He fumed that the city was being overrun by
drink-sodden itinerant beggars and was not swayed by the
argument that money was given to Dodson by people who
appreciated his art. Dodson was put on a good behaviour
bond for six months. And that is the last we hear of him.
Three years earlier another Sydney pavement artist,
William Arnold Cahill, had been luckier. In 1935 he won
an appeal against his conviction for begging alms by
arguing that drawing pavement pictures was his means of
livelihood; rather than begging, he placed his hat nearby so
that pedestrians could throw coins into it if they considered
his drawings of film stars to be ‘sufficiently meritorious’.
Few pavement artists appear to have worked outside
the capital cities, where a larger passing audience gave
them a better chance of earning a reasonable living. But
as early as 1912 an Armidale newspaper noted that an
unnamed pavement artist was attracting considerable
attention by adorning the local footpaths with work
that possessed more than ordinary artistic value.

Ernest Reynolds completing a copy of Holman Hunt’s The Light of
the World on the pavement in Queen's Square, Sydney, Daily Pictorial,
12 June 1930
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Another artist admired for his technique and variety
of subjects was the previously unemployed Jeremy Sofin,
who set up an ‘open air studio’ outside the Newcastle
Post Office in 1933. Sofin thought the people of Newcastle
were wonderful, their threepences and pennies providing
him with room and meals. After his City Council permit
expired, he set off on a nine-month job-seeking odyssey of
the ‘backblocks of NSW and Queensland’. The Newcastle
Sun welcomed him back when he returned to his old
stand, where he remained until at least mid-1935.
A chalk artist whose whole working life became an
odyssey was the showman and self-publicist Ernest
Reynolds, who styled himself ‘the swagman artist’. Reynolds,
who travelled around Australia for 40 years, maintained
he was Sydney’s first pavement artist. Although details
differ (accuracy was never Reynolds’ strong point), he
claimed to have teamed up with a former pavement artist
from London at a spot near the old Redfern Station (or
perhaps it was Wynyard Square) sometime between
1896 and 1900. After working at various other spots
around the city for some years, he took to the road.
Reynolds would write ahead to a town’s local newspaper,
or call in to the office for a chat when he arrived. Such was
his charm that his tall tales were often published verbatim:
he was a descendant of the esteemed British artist Sir
Joshua Reynolds; he had been proclaimed the champion
pavement artist of the world at a Sydney competition in
1930. He presented himself as a scientist whose theories
happened to be pertinent to the town he was visiting:
at Portland in Victoria he explained where flies went in
winter (they bred underneath the kelp on the beach);
at Mount Gambier he said he had discovered the origin of
underground rivers feeding the famous lake; at Kalgoorlie
he wanted that town to be the depot for a remarkable car he
had invented that sped above the road at 100 miles per hour
and would replace the interstate railways. The articles
always ended with a note to say he would be exhibiting at
a particular street corner in the coming week and would
appreciate a silver coin donation from onlookers.
But Reynolds was a good artist as well as an engaging
talker. Among his wide repertoire the pièce de résistance
was a reproduction of William Holman Hunt’s 1853
painting of Christ as The Light of the World. Drawn on
board or directly on the pavement, it measured some
180 x 60 cm and inspired awe and reverence among the
crowds who came to watch. Once, in Broken Hill, when
the chalked picture had faded after some days, a devout
woman came with bucket and soap to scrub the remains
away to prevent desecration by people walking over it.

Treasures fly from the basement stacks of the Mitchell Library in this 3D illusion created by pavement artists Anton Pulvirenti and Rudy Kistler during
the Library's One Hundred celebrations in 2010, courtesy Zest Events International

By the time Reynolds retired in the 1940s he had become
a legend. He featured in a long-running newspaper
advertisement for Western Australia’s Signal Soap along
with other ‘Wonders of the West’ that included the man who
was paid the highest sum ever for a dingo scalp and the tiny
trochilus bird that picks morsels from crocodiles’ teeth.
Although the prevalence of pavement artists declined after
the Second World War, those decorators of the street never
disappeared entirely. In recent decades there has been
something of a revival of the craft, boosted by such events as the
Chalk the Walk Festival that began on Sydney’s old Pyrmont
Bridge in 2005 and continues today in cities across the country.
Techniques and materials have developed remarkably since
the days when only a tin of chalk was needed. Many of today’s
pavement artists — both women and men — prepare their
astonishing 3D illusions digitally, with precise mathematical
calculations, before applying them in outdoor spaces. Some
also create murals and gigantic silo art. They are usually

managed by an agency and receive commissions from all over
the country for festivals, government and corporate events,
and product launches. Watch out for them once it’s considered
safe for street celebrations to get back into full swing.
Megan Hicks is a freelance museum consultant and an
Adjunct Fellow with the Urban Research Program at
Western Sydney University. She is particularly interested
in art and text in public places, especially when it’s
written on the pavement. Her blog Pavement Graffiti
and Other Urban Exhibits is at meganix.net/pavement
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Photo by Sarah Enticnap
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mily Bitto’s second novel raises compelling
questions about writing and living.

We’re on Zoom. Again.
Emily Bitto and I gaze at our screens, looking at each
other’s pixelated faces — very much not the same as
looking into someone’s eyes — both of us occasionally
sneaking glances at each other’s pixelated surroundings.
I’m sitting at my dining table, kitchen in the background;
Bitto is in the study of her Brunswick West home, a hotpink Jackie Marshall tour poster stuck to the door of a
vintage standalone wardrobe, reminding me of a time when
musicians toured and audiences danced. Bitto’s bleached
short pixie haircut is even lighter in the afternoon sun.
In my zigzagging research for this piece I found several
profiles Bitto wrote herself a few years ago, including
one in which she met Eileen Myles for a coffee — the
US author’s handshake firm and smile warm — and another
where she drank cloudy white wine with American
singer-songwriter Angel Olsen in a Fitzroy bar.
But we’re in 2021, and there’s no way for us to meet up in
person. Bitto lives in one Australian state and I in another,
but even if we lived within cooee of each other we’d still
be connecting virtually. It’s one more day of wishing for a
return to normal, for a time when we can meet over coffee,
drinks, even food, with other human beings milling around.
I mention this not only to whinge, but also because one
of the first things I tell Bitto when we begin talking about
her new novel, Wild Abandon, is that I had to break off
several times while I was reading it because of the emotional
tides it moved within me. It wasn’t the many shocking or
heartbreaking scenes that affected me so much, but the
long, lyrical passages where the protagonist travels to New
York City (and later the Midwest), wandering the streets,
eating at packed restaurants and drinking at crowded

bars, meeting wonderful strangers (wonderful simply for
being strangers) and partaking in all kinds of beautifully
ugly hospitality, him often drunken and drugged.
Bitto seems thrilled that I had such a visceral experience.
‘So much of the book is about the idea of travel and encountering
another culture and the misunderstandings and fantasies and
projections that are involved in that,’ she says. ‘Sure, all this
takes on a different slant in lockdown, but hopefully at least
on one level it makes people want to read for escapism.’
There are many more and better reasons than flights of
fancy to read this haunting and bewitching second novel from
Bitto. Wild Abandon is the tale of a heartbroken young man,
Will, fleeing Australia for the United States, arriving in the
excessive glamour and plenitude of New York City in 2011,
and diving deep into anxious hedonism. By chance, Will’s
journey soon takes him deep into the American heartland,
where he meets Wayne Gage, a troubled Vietnam veteran and
collector of exotic animals. Things grow truly wild from there.
Wild Abandon was conceived and written before our
pandemic. I wonder if Bitto has any thoughts about how it
might be received by those still in the middle of it all, even
if the book is set a full 10 years ago. ‘I did have those worries
about the book being a bit dated,’ she says. ‘Not so much about
the pandemic; it was more because of the political situation
we were living through the whole time I was writing the book.
It’s set in the Obama era, and then of course in the middle
of writing it Trump got in, and so there was a point when I
was writing it and I just thought, This has become obsolete.’
Obsolete how? ‘There are such different things that are
pressing now than were pressing then. Luckily, it eventually
took on a different feeling for me: of the almost-nostalgia of this
very recent past, of the level of carefree decadence back then in
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2011 that seemed sort of impossible in the Trump era. And
homogenisation of prose style in contemporary fiction —
then you know Trump was out by the time I finished the
maybe particularly in Australia, although I think it’s kind
book … I think as you’re writing or publishing a book there’s
of swinging back the other way. For me such a big part of
always things constantly happening that will impact the way the pleasure of writing is playing with the medium itself.’
that it is read, but hopefully it just allows the book to grow.’
She pauses, and asks rhetorically, ‘Why not put the
Bitto’s debut novel The Strays, published in 2014, is a
medium of writing to use? And not just for the sake of it. For
work that has bloomed wonderfully over time. Inspired
me it’s a way of representing the content through the form,
by aspects of the renowned Heide group of modernist
in that I wanted to represent this crazy, hyper-capitalist,
artists and writers, which included controversial figures
wild world that the novel is set in — that we live in. I wanted
such as Sidney Nolan and John and Sunday Reed, The
to mirror that world in excesses of the prose and have
Strays won the 2015 Stella Prize, as
that as another level of too-muchness.’
well as being shortlisted for a bunch of
I mention that some writers do seem to
other awards. It was also published in
focus more on sentences than any other
… a big part of the
Britain, the US and Canada, and is set to
unit in their work — like the renowned
pleasure of writing American writer George Saunders, who has
be adapted into a six-part TV series.
The Strays sprang from a creative writing
is playing with the outlined how he revises his sentences by
PhD at the University of Melbourne. It took
imagining a meter mounted in his forehead,
medium itself.
her three and a half years to complete the
with a ‘P’ for ‘positive’ on one side and an
PhD, which ‘was made up of the novel
‘N’ for ‘negative’ on the other. He says, ‘I try
manuscript as well a major research
to read what I’ve written uninflectedly,
dissertation’. Just before she submitted
the way a first-time reader might. Where’s the needle?’
the thesis, she entered the novel into the Victorian
The writer’s job is to accept the result without whining,
Premier’s Literary Awards prize for an unpublished
and then edit so as to move the needle into the ‘P’ zone.
manuscript, and was fortunate enough to be among
Bitto is not dissimilar, though she is less about revising
the three shortlisted writers. ‘From that, I managed to
and more about getting the vibe of the sentence as spotget an agent, and she quite swiftly found a publisher
on as possible in the first draft. ‘My writing process is
for the book, which was incredibly thrilling.’
definitely sentence-driven. I write quite slowly, and
Along with her PhD and a masters in literary studies,
I write by hand, so instead of writing a sentence and
Bitto has taught creative writing at several universities.
then tinkering and tinkering with it, I will deliberately
Today, she still runs short courses here and there;
write the sentence slowly. It will take potentially quite
teaching creative writing is something in which she
a long time to come up with, say, the adjective that I
believes passionately, and it’s also a way she keeps
want to put there.’ A lot of her focus is also on rhythm.
learning her craft — though she takes a different tack
‘That comes quite unconsciously. Like, I’ll go I need
than most when teaching. ‘I’ve taught a lot of creative
an adjective here, and it has to be two syllables, simply
writing, and I’ve studied creative writing, and there’s
because I feel that that’s how the sentence needs to be.’
just so much emphasis on content. Sure, there’s a focus
Bitto is almost as well known in the literary world
on form in terms of structure, but in my experience
for running the publishing industry-friendly Carlton
there is not a lot on prose style as a sort of unit of
wine bar Heartattack and Vine, which she opened with
meaning. It’s like looking at a painting and not paying
her partner and two friends in late 2014. The bar ended
attention to whether it’s like oils or watercolour.’
up playing a big role in why she chose her protagonist:
I note that the writing in Wild Abandon is baroque,
‘I was working with a lot of young guys in the bar
and even sometimes quite curlicued. She agrees, saying,
throughout this whole time when the novel was sort
‘In general I’m obsessed with language and sentences.
of germinating. And you know, it just really struck me
Not to get too political, but I feel there’s an increasing
that where they all wanted to go on their first overseas
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trip was the States, rather than, say, Europe or London, which was
probably the norm for me and my friends when we finished school.’
Bitto is keen to remind me that the major events of the second
half of Wild Abandon are based on a true story. ‘The seed was what
happened in Zanesville, this real US town — and all long before
the Tiger King phenomenon on Netflix.’ I ask her exactly what it
was about this news story from 2011 that grabbed her at the time,
and she is circumspect. ‘The idea of people being legally allowed to
collect huge numbers of animals seemed like it had such metaphoric
significance and richness, and spoke to so many things about how
very strange is this kind of time that we find ourselves in.’
She’d had no idea that this kind of thing happened in America, and
she couldn’t shake the questions it raised. What makes people want to
collect wild creatures like that? What does it say about our relationship
with animals? What is wildness, and what is kindness? ‘There’s long
been a commodification of wildness, as a salve — an antidote — to
the excess of civilisation,’ she says. ‘We want to have that as a way of
countering ourselves. And this occurs in all kinds of ways in our lives
in terms of the natural environment: like, we go bushwalking or hiking.
Even our domestic pets in some way keep us connected to that idea of
the animal, the wild — it’s all seen as healing, as a counterbalance to our
overly civilised world. We need this wildness and we want it to give us
something that we lack, even if we can’t exactly name what that thing is.’
Many years ago, Bitto published a poem titled Sleight of Hand. It reads:
These are messages written in dirt
and rubbed away with a quick boot-sole –
even then, the fear of the trace,
the unerasable, the archive that cannot be destroyed –
the way a word written on a foggy mirror returns
with the next flush of humid air.

I think of the tigers and all the other big cats and exotic
animals lying in the Midwest mud 10 years ago, leaving a
trace in the mind of one of this country’s best prose stylists,
and I open to page one of Wild Abandon again.
Sam Cooney is a writer, editor, publisher and teacher, who
ran the literary magazine The Lifted Brow from 2012 to 2020
and the independent publishing imprint Brow Books.
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Emerge
Main: I see a way out. Outside a house on Mill Hill Road, Bondi Junction. Photo by Bruce York @byork23
Right: Mid-hike rest along the Wodi Wodi track. Stanwell Park. Photo by Cameron Etchells @cameronetchells
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Lara, 4, wins battle to bushwalk in tulle. Birdwood Gully Walk, Springwood. Photo by Russell Perkins @russellsperkins
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We should be safe under here. Centennial Park, near the Duck Ponds. Photo by Bruce York @byork23
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Top: Get out and run. On the corner of Ocean Avenue and Guilfoyle Avenue, Double Bay. Photo by Bruce York @byork23
Above: The view from Swamp Road. Tempe. Photo by Joy Lai @joideverve
Opposite: Pink moon findings. Dulwich Hill. Photo by Joy Lai @joideverve
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The Icebergs Pool — icon of Bondi summer — spring clean. Photo by Michelle Daher
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Camper soaks up the sun and view of Bondi Beach. Photo by Michelle Daher
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Left: Rocky outlook. The uncertainty of what lies ahead
can be equally as intimidating as it can be promising.
Above: Keeping above water. A dangerous balancing act
that can be as beautiful as it is terrifying.
Photos by Michelle Daher @alchemishstudio
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R EC A ST I N G

sandstone
country
Sydney’s sandstone tells a story of deep time,
colonial geology and a future in the balance.

Sandstone detail taken for the Eight Days
in Kamay exhibition, Kamay National Park,
Botany, 2020. Photo by Joy Lai
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Geological histories of Australia have
many points of origin. Geologists might
situate their accounts of formation in
the three-and-a-half-billion-year-old
Pilbara Craton, some of the oldest rocks
on the surface of the Earth. They might
ground their studies in the present-day
Flinders Ranges, site of the half-abillion-year-old Ediacara fossils, the
oldest recorded complex life on the
planet. Earth scientists, geographers,
and environmental historians alike
have been drawn to the seafloor just
south of Tasmania, where a segment
of oceanic crust charts the final
stages of the breakup of the ancient
supercontinent Gondwanaland. These
rocks mark the beginning of Australia’s

50-million-year continental isolation.
There are more recent starting points
too. One geological history of Australia
begins on 26 May 1839. On this day,
on the far eastern edge of the huge
sandstone bowl of the Sydney Basin,
William Clarke stepped off the ship,
Roxburgh Castle, at Dawes Point and
onto what he would come to call ‘a new
earth for geology’. Clarke’s appearance
in sandstone country tempts us to
enter geological history backwards, so
to speak. Through this moment we can
move from the intellectual contexts of
natural theology and British geology
into a colonial world shaped by colliding
civilisations. Then, even further back
into the deep time of the antipodean

landscape itself. This path might help
us, as the writer Robert Macfarlane
suggests in his extraordinary book
Underland, confront our troubled
present with ‘older, slower stories’.
Clarke arrived in New South Wales in
1839 as an Anglican minister, but he is
best remembered as a geological thinker.
Generations of scientists and now,
historians of science, have recognised
Clarke as Australia’s ‘first’ geologist. It is
easy to read such declarations as a form
of settler myth-making, but they hold
a grain of truth. There were many First
Nations knowledge-makers, then settler
surveyors and savants whose work Clarke
repurposed and whose place in sandstone
country he took up, but none who truly
thought about the world geologically.
Born in Suffolk in 1798, Clarke first
learned to think in this way at Jesus
College at the University of Cambridge
where, in the 1820s, he took classes
with the Reverend Adam Sedgwick,
Woodwardian professor of geology.

For Sedgwick, as for Clarke, there was
a divine truth — a natural theology — in
the expanding geological horizons of
the nineteenth century. Clarke forged a
strong connection with Sedgwick, one of
the dominant figures of early nineteenthcentury British earth science, but he
also conducted fieldwork nearby across
the sinking, sponging, rising, everchanging, increasingly drained fens.
At Cambridge, it was not God’s word
that motivated Clarke but nature’s
book. As a student, Clarke was more
taken with mineralogy and geology
than he was with his holy orders.
Soon after, as a curate in Dorset, he
immersed himself in the local Jurassic
fossils and published fifty papers in the
Proceedings of the Geological Society
and the Magazine of Natural History.
After arriving in New South Wales
Clarke was appointed headmaster of
The King’s School in Parramatta, with
responsibility for the parishes of Castle
Hill and Dural. In the course of his

pastoral duties, Clarke ranged widely
over the Cumberland Plain, observing
landscapes and collecting rocks and
fossils from the Hornsby Plateau in
the north all the way to the headwaters
of the Nepean River in the south.
In December 1839 the budding
American geologist James Dana arrived
in Sydney with the United States
Exploring Expedition and over the
dry heat of a Sydney summer the two
newcomers bonded. On New Year’s
Day, Clarke rode south to meet Dana
in Wollongong, where they spent a
fortnight in the valleys of the Illawarra.
During their exploration they attended a
Tharawal corroboree, noted the presence
of substantial coal seams, and collected
specimens of fossils, minerals and plants.
According to one of Clarke’s biographers,
Ann Moyal, this convivial experience
forged his scholarly investment in and
commitment to the Australian landscape.
During the 1840s Clarke embarked
on several expeditions designed to chart
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the extent of the Sydney and Hawkesbury sandstones, the coal
governance, capital and trade, Clarke’s work in the 1840s and
deposits below them, and the neighbouring formations in the
1850s made it an entrepot of ideas about the earth as well.
Illawarra and the Hunter. Across Eora, Darug, Kuring-gai,
Clarke might have initially defined sandstone country in
Gundungurra, Tharawal, Awabakal, Worimi, and Wanaruah
a physical and geopolitical sense, but I think this place also
Country, Clarke added depth to colonial topographies and
shaped the settler geological tradition. Settler earth science
gathered information about local features and natural
had a kind of multi-directional application: at one end it was
phenomena. These expeditions revealed — to settlers at least
peculiarly geared toward environmental transformation,
— the fundamental geological structure of the Sydney Basin.
extraction and exploitation but at the other end it absorbed
I like to think that during this period Clarke became
what we might think of as First Nations geohistory. A sense
a medium of the earth. Over the course of his career in New
of awe and wonder at these different forms of geology courses
South Wales he absorbed not just the facts and features of the
through Clarke’s writing about sandstone country. Dana, who
physical world but the accumulated environmental wisdom
became Professor of Natural History and Geology at Yale
of a cast of local informants, including many First Nations
University from 1850, continued to teach using illustrations
people. In Awabakal country Clarke wrote a composite
of the Sydney Basin until his retirement in the 1890s.
geohistory of Kurrur-Kurran, a forest of fossilised wood
There is a stunning material resonance here between ideas
submerged in Lake Macquarie. His reports identified how
and objects. Sandstone is a sedimentary rock, made up of
these fossilised trees related to local beds of sandstone and
weathered particles of quartz and feldspar that become fused
coal, but they also recorded the Awabakal
together under pressure. It is both easy to work
man Biraban and the missionary Lancelot
and remarkably strong. Before the settler invasion,
Threlkeld’s account of how the fossils were
the First Nations of the Sydney Basin used it as a
A sense of awe and durable canvas. After invasion it became a robust
scattered when ‘a large rock fell from the
wonder ... courses
heavens’ and killed a group of people who
and beautiful building material, appreciated by
had gathered at the command of a huge
engineers and masons for its structural qualities
through Clarke’s
goanna. Channelling both Biraban’s sacred
and its plasticity, well before there was even
writing about
history and his own natural theology,
enough mortar to bind its blocks together.
sandstone country.
Clarke described Kurrur-Kurran as ‘a
Untreated, however, sandstone decays quickly.
singular picture of past and present.’
It bears the mark of other times in impurities,
By absorbing local knowledge and putting
ripples, and stains, seen in the great Argyle Cut in
it into global circulation, colonial geologists became world
The Rocks, where we can trace the flow of ancient glacial melt.
makers. As the nineteenth century wound on, geology became
Like settler geology, sandstone in the form that we know it in
what the British historian James Secord calls the ‘ultimate
is a stable object. But it’s also a rock made of other rocks, in the
cosmopolitan science.’ Geologists like Clarke reimagined and
midst of its own transformation back into particles of sand.
refashioned their worlds and through study and publication,
I’m an environmental historian but I have come to
turned New South Wales into an extractive landscape.
understand sandstone country by studying geologists, who
In his influential booklets, lectures and newspaper
share my obsession with time and place. I have learned that the
articles, Clarke encouraged prospectors to spread across
Sydney Basin ranks among the crucial sites in the history of
New South Wales and reshape ecologies through mining.
geology. This place is like the Auvergne, the Scottish Highlands,
Diggers pored over his texts to identify promising locales
the Appalachian chain, or Gondwana in central India. Some
and they relied on his advice to decide which goldfields to
of these sites influenced high theorising about the earth but
return to. Clarke’s pronouncements were based on extensive
others exemplified how intellectual projects became entwined
fieldwork across NSW, but it’s notable that he made them
with imperialism and colonialism. For me, and no doubt for
from Sydney. Sandstone country, through this process, was
Clarke, these latter factors, which ultimately relate to energy
imbued with new authority. Already the centre of colonial
and its extraction, made the Sydney Basin highly significant.
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Geological sketch map of New South Wales, compiled from the original map of the late Reverend WB Clarke ... by CS Wilkinson, 1880

As any colonial geologist would tell us, sandstone country
is often coal country. Coal put the nineteenth-century world
into motion and is the energy source that sent us hurtling into
climate crisis. Starting the geological history of Australia with
Clarke’s step over the threshold in 1839 — with his movement
from one earth to another — focuses us on the unavoidable
geopolitics of dispossession and damage. Through Clarke’s
story and through my own study of sandstone country I have
learned that any impulse to seek refuge in the poetics of deep
time must reckon with these facts. Otherwise, we won’t be
reimagining our troubled present at all, but recasting it.

Jarrod Hore was the David Scott Mitchell Fellow in 2020 and
is a historian of environments, geologies and photographies.
He is currently investigating the early stirrings of continental
drift theory in colonial geological surveys, as part of a
team working on a new history of Gondwanaland. His first
book, Visions of Nature: How Landscape Photography
Shaped Settler Colonialism, will be published in 2022.
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Real
cricket
A

s an advocate for and chronicler
of women’s cricket in Australia,
Lorna Thomas fitted more than
a lifetime into three boxes.
Lorna Thomas, left, with a team member
and alone, c 1940s

What pride Lorna Thomas must have
felt when she opened the newspaper
one day in November 1941 and read the
headline ‘Lorna Lays Down the Law’ in
the women’s sport section. Playing for
Balmain, an inner west suburb of Sydney,
she had taken seven wickets for just
five runs in a dominant victory over the
Board of Study team. Lorna had grown
up in the area and started playing cricket
in the late 1920s. She was skilled enough
to represent New South Wales from 1937
to 1950, though she never quite managed
to make it into the national team.
Clearly the article meant a lot to
Lorna — she kept it in a scrapbook for
the rest of her life. It’s just one item

among many in the State Library’s Lorna
Thomas collection. Over the course of
her life, Lorna collected like a magpie:
stuffed inside three capacious cardboard
boxes are hundreds of photographs,
thousands of press cuttings, a diary
of an overseas tour, correspondence,
programs, and invitations to
many events and receptions.
If anyone thinks that women’s
cricket in Australia is a recent
phenomenon, send them here. This
rich and varied archive chronicles the
deep history of the women’s game in
Australia and around the world.
This history began in Bendigo,
where the first recorded women’s

cricket match in Australia was held in
1874. The first interstate game, played
between NSW and Victoria, came in
1891 at the Sydney Cricket Ground.
Among the pioneering figures were
the Gregory sisters, Nellie and Louisa,
who played a major role in the game’s
growth in New South Wales. Both
sisters captained sides up to state level
and organised matches; Nellie even
taught cricket to girls in schools. In 1927
she became the first president of the
NSW Women’s Cricket Association.
Then, in 1930, came the Australian
Women’s Cricket Council, co-founded
by Margaret Peden, who became the
dominant force in the development

Opposite: Members of the Australian women's cricket team practising while on tour in England, 1963
All images are from the Lorna Thomas papers, State Library of NSW
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of the women’s game in Australia.
Peden was Australia’s first Test
captain, held almost every post in the
administrative set-up at one time or
another, and organised the first England
women’s tour of Australia in 1934.
She also captained NSW from
1930 to 1938, and it was under her
leadership that Lorna made her debut
for the team. Women like Peden
inspired Lorna to devote much of
her life to the game she loved.
When Lorna’s playing career
eventually ended in 1950, she focused
on the administrative side and became
vice president of the NSW Women’s
Cricket Association for 20 years from
1960 and president of the Australian
Women’s Cricket Council from 1967
to 1969. She was becoming to her
generation what Margaret Peden and
Nellie Gregory had been to theirs.
Lorna’s most significant role was
as manager of the Australian women’s
team on four overseas tours between
1960 and 1976. These tours helped to
establish a regular overseas schedule
for the team, but they were not without
their challenges: principally the difficulty
of gaining recognition for the women’s
game and, predictably, raising funds.
During the 1963 tour of England,
which Lorna oversaw, the players voiced
these issues in the press. Player Hazel
Buck told the Birmingham Post that ‘we
are not so much resented as ignored’
in Australia, despite the game’s deep
roots back home. ‘Australian men,’ the
article continued, ‘made unfair and
totally wrong comments about “thick
legs” and “Amazons.” Cricket, they said,
“is not the game for women”.’ Physical
appearance had long been used to
describe women’s cricket in the papers.
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It was a frustration that Lorna was
all too familiar with. In one of her
scrapbooks she kept an insulting cartoon
from her playing days which poked fun
at the NSW women’s contest against
the touring England team in December
1948. The players, referred to as ‘crickethers’, are depicted taking more interest
in their makeup and glamorous outfits
than in the game itself — the cartoon
jokes that ‘a girl might get caught in
the slips’ (referring to the garment
rather than the fielding position).
This lack of recognition for their
application and skill must have been
particularly galling given the sacrifices
the team members made to join these
tours. ‘All the team have paid their own
fares,’ noted the 1963 team’s captain,
Mary Allitt, ‘and have either given
up their jobs or taken leave without
pay. There are sales-girls, typists,
sales managers and five teachers.’
Each member of the team — called
‘the “pay-your-way” women cricketers’
in one British newspaper — had to
contribute around £700 (about $20,000
today) for the tour to go ahead — an
astronomical sum for most of them, with
various state cricket associations only
covering a small percentage of the cost.
Some received donations to help
with the expense, but many had to
take on extra jobs. Patricia Thomson,
who usually worked as an accounts
clerk in Sydney, took on a job as a
barmaid at night to pay for the trip.
Many of the members of these
touring parties had never travelled
abroad before. In her role as manager,
Lorna acted as a kind of motherly
figure, soon acquiring the nickname
by which she was regularly referred to
for the rest of her life: ‘Aunty Lorna’.

Pages from one of Lorna Thomas' scrapbooks, 1940

The tours offered the players the
chance to compete against high-quality
opposition, sightsee, socialise at the
many functions held for them, and
meet new friends abroad. ‘They’ve had
such good Press notices that there are
always crowds around them,’ one British
paper reported in 1963. Lorna noted in
her official report of the 1963 tour that
there were ‘frequent visits to cathedrals,
castles and tours of the countryside.
Many Mayors entertained the team …
[and there were] functions as diverse as
tea at the House of Commons.’ During
the 1976 tour of England, Lorna even
received a card from then Leader of the
Opposition and later Prime Minister

the tours helped it to make a name
for itself both at home and abroad.
The 1976 tour proved to be Lorna’s
final with the national team. During her
nearly three-decade long involvement,
women’s cricket had made great
advances. The inaugural Women’s
World Cup, for example, had been
held in England in 1973, preceding
the men’s competition by two years.
These advances and the importance
of recording them help explain why
Lorna collected on such an extraordinary
scale. She felt the influence of her
predecessors profoundly and sought
to continue their work. As Lorna
stood on the shoulders of those like
Margaret Peden and Nellie Gregory,
so too do the players of today stand
on the shoulders of those like Lorna.
As the women’s game continues to
grow, we will continue to see the
emergence of new characters who feel
compelled to help the process along.

Margaret Thatcher, inviting her for
tea at the Palace of Westminster.
Lorna must have been particularly
heartened when she received a letter in
July 1963 from an Englishman who had
attended one of their games at The Oval
in London. Describing himself as a newfound ‘fan’ of the team, he noted with
a touch of condescension that ‘never
having seen ladies play real cricket
before, your young ladies amazed me
by their skill and keenness on the field …
I don’t know when a ladies team is to visit
our old Island next but I shall be there if
I go to the ground on a pair of crutches.’
Women had, of course, been playing
real cricket in England for some time:

the first recorded match had taken
place at Gosden Common in Surrey in
1745, and women’s county cricket had
been a feature since the early 1930s.
But this kind of praise mattered
to Lorna. Indeed, in her report of the
1973 tour of England and Jamaica, she
wrote that the ‘male followers of the
game of cricket were most impressed
and enthusiastic with the Australian
team’s performances, and in this
capacity the team was accepted.’
Though the press stereotype of
the ‘sun-bronzed girls’ continued to
stalk the team, along with constant
questions about its members’ marital
status, there can be no doubt that

Daniel Seaton is a writer and
PhD candidate in history at the
University of Sydney. His writing
has featured in publications such as
The Wisden Cricket Quarterly (known
as The Nightwatchman), Overland
and Australian Book Review.
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Bendalong
Drew still had the needle in his arm when Mum
and Dad found him on their bathroom floor.
‘You’re a massive idiot,’ Joe says. They are driving
down the Princes Highway and have just gone through
Nowra, over the bridge that spans the Shoalhaven.
Drew shrugs. His face is grey; little beads of sweat like
pinpricks on his forehead. They are driving south, to Joe’s
girlfriend Anna’s family beach shack on the coast. It is
winter, no one is there, and no one knows what to do
with Drew.
‘He needs proper rehab, he’s going to be
withdrawing,’ Anna said, but she doesn’t know
any more about heroin addicts than Joe does. Joe
glances over again. Drew looks like he is going to
spew. ‘Tell me if you want to pull over,’ Joe says.
Drew doesn’t speak; he has not said six words since they
left Sydney. Joe reaches behind the passenger seat with
one hand to grab the stash of shopping bags he keeps for
when Juno takes a shit on someone else’s lawn and the
neighbour is looking. Joe hands one to his brother, who
holds it open in his lap, and just that pose reminds Joe
of their childhood. Drew beside him in the car, long
drives where his little brother always got carsick and
Joe would carry on about the stench. Dad would pull
over and Mum would stroke Drew’s back while he lost
his guts in the bushes or on the gravel verge littered
with crushed tinnies and chip packets fluttering in the
gusts from passing trucks. It always made Joe’s jaw tight
with fury, the tenderness their mum heaped on Drew
when he spewed. Joe didn’t get carsick, he didn’t get sick
and so he wasn’t treated with the same gentleness.
Drew rifles in his backpack and pulls out a smashed
pack of cigarettes.
‘Mate. Not in the car.’
‘When did you get to be such a cunt?’

‘You can talk.’
Drew is tapping the pack on the flat, meaty part of his
palm. The sound makes Joe crave a cigarette like he
hasn’t in years.
‘Just trying to make the most of the time I have.
You used to do the same but. Gave me my first ciggie.’
There is a car riding up behind Joe, swerving, nearly
touching his bumper. Once he would have taken it as a
challenge. He would have gunned it, then braked suddenly.
Now he just pulls onto the shoulder. Juno whines low
in the backseat.
‘Outside,’ Joe says, turning off the ignition. ‘Smoke that
shit outside.’
Drew clambers out, untwisting the seatbelt, stretching
his long legs. Joe has had girlfriends who flirted with his
little brother from the time Drew was twelve. Drew’s
Italian, dark-eyed looks come from their mum. Joe has
his dad’s bulk and sandy hair. Now Drew’s frame is less
slim than gaunt, and his skin is pockmarked and pale, but
women are still drawn to him. The cashier at the petrol
station smiled at him earlier when he asked for the toilet
key. Even Anna, the first time she met him said, ‘He’s
a sweetheart. The way you talk he’s some kinda crim.’
Is that the thing to blame? Women always wanting
to save him?
Joe smacks the steering wheel and gets out as well,
grabbing Juno’s lead from the backseat and clicking it
on her collar. He stands beside his brother on the edge
of a eucalypt forest, a copse of trees that filter the late
afternoon light and turn it golden. It smells like wood
smoke and gum leaves. Juno squats and a rivulet of yellow
flows downhill.
‘Got a smoke?’ Joe holds his hand out and Drew
smiles for the first time that day. They smoke in silence.
Joe savours the taste of tobacco and the sting of smoke
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at the back of his throat: that light, heady
nicotine buzz. Their parents smoked when
they were kids and they drank every night,
brown and green glass bottles filling the bins
on rubbish day. Was that the thing to blame?
One morning when Joe was eight or nine,
he woke and saw his mum sprawled on the
cork kitchen floor. Her dress was hitched up
around her waist showing black knickers.
She had one sandal on. He thought she was
dead and started wailing. She woke with
a start, shielding herself, bleary-eyed.
‘Joe-Joe,’ she said, sitting shakily. She had
not been feeling well, she told him. She must’ve
eaten something very bad. Her hand was on
her stomach, her breath sour. But he knew that
she had been drunk the night before: ‘pissed’,
‘paralytic’ — he’d heard the grownups call it.
When she stood and pulled her dress down,
steadying herself on the kitchen bench,
he looked away.
The turnoff for Bendalong always takes Joe
by surprise. It is the point in the drive where
he settles in, where after being antsy for the
first hour or two he could keep driving all
night. Drew has fallen into a shallow rattly
sleep. Earlier Joe tried to ask Drew about his
memories of them as kids and stuff, the kind of
thing he has heard Anna natter on about with her sister, but
Drew shook his head. ‘Don’t remember being a kid,’ he said.
‘Your entire fucking childhood?’
‘There’s bits and pieces, but mostly I can’t. No lie.’
Now the headlights cut the night in beams of white.
Joe looks out for the glint of eyes or the flash of a roo
crossing the road. He rolls the windows down when he
turns off the highway and the sound of frogs fills the
darkness, waves of noise roiling the air. Juno can smell
where they are and he feels her breath behind him in
the backseat, how she pushes her nose towards his open
window. He puts down hers as well. He feels tight like a
string pulled to breaking. What is the point of a childhood
you can’t remember? The whistle of wind on your first bike,
the smell of freshly laid bitumen, the way you cried in front
of the mirror after Nanna died, not as much out of grief as
fascination in how you looked, face all twisted and ugly.
In Bendalong he drives through the little village,
vacant for winter besides a few grey nomads and surfers.
He turns past the shop, past the petrol bowser and the
place he ate a burger that bled beetroot on his chin
last time he was here with Anna. She kissed the red
blotch on his skin and just the thought now arouses
him and when he looks at the green glowing numbers
of the clock it is too late to call her and tell her.
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Does she want to hear that anyway? Joe still does
not know.
He pulls up in front of the blue cottage with seashells
glued to the post box and there are the ghostly shapes of
three or four roos resting on the front lawn. In the middle
of one he sees another set of eyes glinting. It gladdens him
to see a joey. He knows that is something Anna will want to
hear when they speak tomorrow. He shakes Drew into
a semi-conscious state and clicks Juno on the lead
so she doesn’t spook the roos.
He unlocks the splintered front door with the key
hidden beneath a jade plant and walks through the
shack, turning on lights, brushing sticky cobwebs out
of doorways. There are oil heaters in each of the two
bedrooms he switches on. Going to fetch the bags he sees
the orange glow of a cigarette beside the car. It pisses
him off that his brother is just smoking. Same old.
‘All good?’ Drew asks, and Joe hears a tightness in his
voice. An old niggle of worry. New places are tough,
he remembers.
‘Better than the fucking Hilton,’ Joe says. ‘Come in
and I’ll show you the Presidential Suite.’
Joe hardly sleeps: the pounding surf is close enough to
hear and the frogs get louder as the night goes on. Whoever
said the bush was peaceful was full of shit. Juno keeps
waking too, pawing Joe, whining in that low, needy way.

When he gets up to let her out, stepping onto the wet cold
grass, she hovers in the doorway, uncertain. He drags her
out by the collar, steps back inside and shuts the sliding
glass, lying down on the sofa. It is dusty enough to make
him sneeze. He senses his brother in the kitchen before
he sees him, the movement of another person in a dark
room and the sound of bare feet on sandy lino.
‘Can’t sleep either?’ Joe asks.
‘Fucking freezing,’ Drew says.
‘You should’ve said. I’ll find more blankets.’
Joe finds a stash of doonas in the linen closet,
the kind with dizzy prints that ages them twenty years.
He gives one to Drew and grabs one for himself.
‘You’d make a good wife,’ Drew says.
‘You’re a sick man,’ Joe says, then regrets it.
Walking back through the living room Joe gets
a fright. Juno’s face is at the glass, he forgot he let her
out. After letting her in, he is glad for her warmth in bed,
the way her paws smell of damp grass. It reminds him of
the days before Anna when it was just the two of them.
When he wakes the sky is light, and he can see just how
much the shack needs a clean. The carpet has muddy
paw prints from Juno last night. He lets her out to bark
at birds and boils the kettle to make coffee. He forgot
things like groceries and milk in the rush to get Drew
out of Sydney. But they can walk to the shop and grab
something later, once Drew is up. Joe remembered the
fishing rods but he needs bait as well, and hooks. He sits
where the morning sun comes in through the glass doors,
warming the sofa, and untangles lines, listening to music
on his earbuds and waiting for his brother to wake.
At one point he calls Anna, but she doesn’t pick up,
and he remembers she’s going to brunch with one of her
friends who is just engaged. Anna says her friend never
stops talking about wedding plans and bridesmaid dresses,
but Anna spends as much time complaining about it. He
wonders if some of it is envy. Is she waiting for him to ask?
They have only been together two years, but there is an
intensity that has not existed in his earlier relationships.
Part of it is what surrounds them. Their friends are pairing
off, settling down. It is never simple either: it seems like
the blokes have to come up with increasingly elaborate
engagement plans. Hot air balloons. Skywriting. The
latest trend — according to his Instagram feed — is
videographers and hiring a private yacht to propose on.
None of this applies to Drew’s friends, but he is younger,
and hangs with a different crowd. His friends have stories
— the kind that Drew used to tell Joe when they saw each
other — complicated stories about parole officers, drink
driving and credit card fraud. Once, Joe was a sounding
board for Drew: his brother would tell him whatever
tangle his latest friend was in to and Joe would give advice.
Pro bono, Joe would say. But now he is in his final year
of law school and Drew hasn’t asked in at least a year.
Maybe if he is quiet, and waits, Drew will fill the silence.

Around 11 his brother finally wakes and they walk to
the shop. Joe is dizzy with hunger. He thought sleep would
do Drew good, but he seems even more withdrawn.
They order burgers with the lot.
While the burgers cook, they buy pilchard for bait
in drippy, soft see-through plastic bags and load them into
a bucket. Joe picks out hooks and a new storm sinker for
his casting reel.
‘What’re we hoping to catch?’ Drew asks, swigging
from a bottle of Coke he hasn’t paid for yet.
‘Salmon, tailor, flatties, jew. Maybe nothing. We should
have got there hours ago.’ Joe wishes he could pull the
words back in.
‘When’s the last time you fished?’ Joe pulls a fluro-green
pair of sunnies off the rack and passes them to Drew.
‘These’d look pretty on ya.’
Drew puts the sunnies on and pushes them down
his nose, making a face. It just looks pained with his
hollow cheeks. ‘Dunno, Joe. Fishing’s your thing.’
‘You never gave it a chance.’
Drew takes three bites of his burger, crumples it back
in the wrapper, and chucks it in the bin. Joe devours his
so it takes a minute for the fullness to hit. He could’ve
eaten Drew’s too. The thought of pulling it out of the
bin crosses his mind – he never would though.
Drew follows his gaze. ‘Can’t eat,’ he mutters.
‘Takes a while.’
They head back to the house to get the fishing gear
before hitting the beach.
‘You look like shit, y’know.’
‘Thanks.’
‘Anytime.’
Joe can see Juno wants to come with them, but she’ll
get into the bait and tangle herself in the line and there
was that one time she ate a fishhook and he cried feeling
around in her mouth for the sharp metal barb. It was
still attached to a line and Anna pulled it, gently, out
of her throat while Joe sat on the ground with his eyes
shut. He could only look when he knew she was okay.
The beach is empty; a slate sky with a Northerly, high
tide. Drew drops the bucket in the sand with a groan and
sits on his haunches. Joe watches him spew, greenish
foaming bile that is washed away by the surf in seconds.
‘You’ll scare off the fish.’
Drew groans again, standing. His pant legs are dark
from the water. He will be cold in minutes, Joe realises,
and they won’t catch a thing before they have to head back.
He stands on the hard-packed sand and ties his rig: the
running ball sinker, the knots Dad taught him. He threads
the hook with half a pilchard, rolls up his trousers and
walks into the foaming surf, casting the line out smoothly
into the gutter, the waves breaking on a shallow sandbar
though the wind ripples it. He passes the rod to Drew,
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who has rolled up
his wet trousers.
‘Can you hold this?
Let us know if something pulls.’
Drew doesn’t reply, just grabs the rod. Even though
the day is overcast there is a squinty brightness. Drew
shades his eyes and Joe threads the second line, casts and
stands beside his brother. He reels in the slack, keeping
the line tight, jigging it.
Brothers are not strangers to silence. He has spent
more time silent in the company of Drew than speaking:
their years of shared bedrooms, car rides and meals.
A childhood of playing Lego and cricket and reading
comics in bed before lights out. Mornings of soggy cereal
before school and jamming jumpers into backpacks,
often grabbing the wrong one. Wrestling and wedgies
and a quick fist in the ribs when no one was looking. The
look they shared when mum pulled up at the bottle-o
after Saturday footy games, came out with paper bags
clinking. A blanket over Drew’s head when they watched
Charlotte’s Web that Joe yanked off because he knew
his brother’s face would be streaked with tears.
They stand for a while as the waves wash over their
bare feet, their legs stippling with cold. Joe feels a tug
on his line and that old feeling comes over him, the
adrenaline thrill, and he starts to reel the line in.
‘Got something.’
Drew stirs, edgy suddenly, letting his own line slacken
and leaning over Joe. ‘D’ya need a hand?’ Drew asks.
‘What can I do?’ God his breath is something awful.
Joe tries not to cringe.
‘Grab the net, hey?’ Joe says.
There is a bite. Something decent, it feels like a real
catch. Joe is reeling and reeling and a mum who is
walking her little boy along the sand stops to watch,
both of them bundled in puffers against the wind.
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It surfaces, the fish, silvery and flopping,
fighting with all its strength to get back to the bottom
of the sea. Drew passes him the net and Joe plops the fish
in. Kneeling in the sand he grabs the hook and wrenches
it out, the fish fighting against the net and his hands,
gills opening and shutting. Joe looks up and Drew is
sitting, tears running unchecked, his hands grabbing
the damp sand. The mum is leading her little boy away,
putting herself between her son and the crazy man.
‘What’s wrong?’ Joe says. It’s a sand snapper, big
as his forearm, a great catch. It flops and struggles
in the net.
‘Throw it back,’ Drew says.
‘I’m not fucking throwing it back. Look at the size.’
‘You going to kill it then?’
‘I haven’t got the gear.’
Some fishermen knock fish on the head with a
mallet, some stab them in the head with a knife, but
Joe has not brought those things. There isn’t even a
rock nearby. He wants to stand up to his brother, say
it is okay, it is just a fish, it doesn’t really feel pain.
This is how their dad taught them to fish, your catch
just flops in a bucket until eventually it doesn’t. When
Drew stopped coming on their fishing trips Joe did not
ask why, he was just glad to have Dad to himself for a bit.
With three of them in the tinny Drew was always seasick,
or too cold. Joe made an effort to never complain.
He looks at Drew, head on his knees, his scalp pale
against the dark hair where it is matted from sleep.
His words are muffled.
‘Fucken throw it back.’
‘Okay.’ Joe heaves the flopping fish in a wide arc as
far out into the surf as he can. It flips and glints in the
dull light, landing with a splash, disappearing beneath
a spent wave.

‘Happy?’ Joe asks, but Drew doesn’t answer. He stands,
brushing the sand off his rolled pants and walks away
along the tideline, his bare footprints filling with water.
Drew has dumped his rod in the sand, and the line
is all tangled, wasted. Joe pulls the rest of it in and the
pilchard has been nibbled to nothing, the hook neatly
avoided. He cleans up and packs away the rods, the bait,
grabbing the plastic bucket. Drew is nowhere in sight.
Joe takes his time going back to the shack. He isn’t
ready to talk to his brother. He sits on a bench, scrolling
through photographs Anna posted from the brunch, her
face the way she holds it for cameras, expressions she
never makes in real life. It is girlfriends and mimosas,
plates of beautiful food which never taste as good
as they look. It is the cold finally, which drives him
back to the shack. He’ll apologise to Drew for getting
angry. They can go to the Ulladulla Twin for a movie.
Or Funland, play the arcades like they did as kids.
Juno is at the door, dying to be let out, her whole body
wagging side to side as she licks his wrists and ankles.
Joe feels sick, not seeing Drew. He should never have left
him alone. He calls out, tripping over his feet to check the
room where his brother slept. Drew isn’t there. He checks
the bathroom. The bedrooms. The garage full of cobwebbed
bodyboards and foam surfboards. His brother’s bag is gone.
‘Fuck,’ Joe says, dialling Drew’s mobile, which rings and
rings and rings. ‘Fuck, fuck, fuck.’

Driving back to the Bendalong turnoff his mobile rings.
He pulls to the shoulder, hoping it is Drew. It’s Anna.
The car shakes as trucks whoosh past.
‘I fucked it up,’ he says. ‘He’s gone.’
‘Oh, babe.’
‘He hitched to Melbourne. He’d rather be a junkie.’
‘I don’t think he’s well enough to make that choice.’
‘What do I do?’
‘You tried. Come back, okay? I miss you.’
‘Oh, fuck, Juno.’
‘Where’s Juno?’
‘I left her in the house. I’ve been driving for hours.
She’s probably pissed the carpet.’
‘It’s okay. We can get it cleaned.’
‘I know.’ Joe takes a deep breath. He can still hear the
splash of the sand snapper, can feel its relief at the seawater,
how fast it must have swum. He will never know what it
feels like, just to go where the tide or the next car takes you.
‘Hey, do you want to, not now, but when summer’s here.
Do you want to go for a sail on the harbour? With me?’
Anna is quiet for a moment. So quiet he starts to worry.
But when she speaks her voice is full of glad tears.
‘Yes,’ she says. ‘Of course I do.’
Eleanor Limprecht is the author of three novels:
The Passengers (2018), Long Bay (2015) and
What Was Left (2013, shortlisted for the ALS
Gold Medal). Her fourth novel, The Coast, will
be published by Allen & Unwin in 2022.

He drives the road to the highway, scanning for Drew’s
hunched figure thumbing a ride. North and south to the
bus stations in Nowra and Ulladulla. The sun is setting and
he is refuelling in Wandandian when his phone beeps.
Hitching a ride to Melb. Thx for trying.
Joe stands there by the bowser, long after the tank is full.
He could drive to Melbourne. He could track Drew down,
gut punch him, beat some sense in to him. Bribe him with
hundred dollar notes and promises to never fish again.
Yank the blanket off his head. It is dark but his sunnies
are on when he goes in to pay for the fuel. The man behind
the register is white-haired, sun-weathered, red-eyed.
‘Got a Myer One card?’ he asks.
‘What?’
‘You get points for fuel,’ the old guy says.
Joe shakes his head.
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POETRY

Shelling the prawns
Christmas morning my hands are deep
in the work I know how to do.
I twist the whiskered heads,
jam a nail under razor armour,
leverage a hairline crack
that ripples down the husk,
rip it open. Salt juice on my wrists,
the Pacific invading the kitchen.
I yank out the black vein
in a single motion
leaving cleaved sweetness—
prone strophes in a blue willow bowl.

Sarah Holland-Batt

Sarah Holland-Batt is an award-winning poet,
editor and critic, Associate Professor of
Creative Writing at QUT, and the recipient
of the 2022 Judy Harris Writer in Residence
fellowship at the Charles Perkins Centre.
Her book Fishing for Lightning is reviewed
on page 76. ‘Shelling the Prawns’ is from
her forthcoming collection, The Jaguar (UQP).

Illustration by Rosie Handley
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When newspapers
took over Australian
television
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Composite photo:
Jockey A Mulley at home
with with family, Strathfield,
18 April 1957. Photo by Lynch.
On television: 30 Rock—
‘Greenzo’, Episode 205—
Air Date 11/08/2007—
Pictured: (l–r) Tina Fey as
Liz Lemon, Al Gore as Al
Gore, Alec Baldwin as Jack
Donaghy (Photo by Kent
Eanes/NBCU Photo Bank/
NBCUniversal via Getty
Images)
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Coral Thomas Scholar Sally Young
reveals the machinations behind
the Australian television
licences handed out in the
1950s, finding they had a greater
impact — including globally —
than previously recognised.
During lockdown in Melbourne, I watched all seven
series of Tina Fey’s brilliant comedy 30 Rock with my
14-year-old daughter. One episode a day for 133 days — our
contribution to the pandemic-induced boom in streaming
television. 30 Rock is based on a fictional sketch-comedy
show that airs on the very real American broadcast
giant, NBC. Much of 30 Rock is a parody of the culture of
NBC and its parent company, General Electric (GE).
GE was originally a manufacturer of light bulbs and
electric lamps, then home appliances like refrigerators and
ovens. But it also runs a television station and 30 Rock plays
up the incongruity. Fey’s boss on the show, NBC executive
Jack Donaghy (played by Alec Baldwin), is Vice President of
East Coast Television and Microwave Oven Programming.
NBC was one of three huge radio networks that took
control of American television between 1946 and 1955 —
the National Broadcasting Company (NBC), the Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS) and the American Broadcasting
Company (ABC). Some of the companies behind NBC, CBS
and ABC originally went into radio broadcasting because
they were electrical manufacturers who wanted to sell
radio sets, GE and Westinghouse among them. People
wouldn’t buy a radio if there was nothing to listen to.
In Australia, why didn’t we have Kelvinator, for example,
owning a television station instead of Kerry Packer? The
answer dates back to the 1950s and the extraordinary
role played by Australia’s shrewd newspaper groups.
Australia’s policymakers were in no hurry to introduce
television. They only began to seriously consider it in
the early 1950s. By then, Australia’s already-powerful
newspaper groups had spent years studying television

Sally Young

overseas. They knew exactly what they wanted to see
in Australia – an American-style commercial television
system that would allow newspaper publishers to
become television broadcasters and reap the profits
from advertising. What they definitely did not want was
a British-style system of public broadcasting that locked
them out and gave a monopoly role to a taxpayer-funded
broadcaster. In the UK, this of course was the BBC.
The newspaper groups’ hopes and fears are recorded in
their internal correspondence from this time, including
documents held in the Library’s Fairfax Media Business
Archive. A representative from Associated Newspapers,
the company that owned the Sydney Sun, wrote from the
US in 1954 to its chairman that, ‘we should undoubtedly
press to get a [television] licence for ourselves’. He noted
newspapers in New York were regretting they did not get
into television early.
Although some American newspaper groups were
involved in commercial television, most were late or were
minor players unable to stop television’s impact on their
papers. The period between 1949 and 1959 was disastrous
for American newspapers — 217 daily newspapers
disappeared. More than 1200 American cities became
one-paper towns.
Eric Kennedy, Associated Newspapers’ chief executive
officer, warned his bosses that Australian newspapers
needed to get in early and ‘control commercial television’.
The largest Australian newspaper groups were in an
excellent position to achieve that, not least because they
were already radio broadcasters. During the 1930s,
metropolitan newspapers had been very successful in
obtaining commercial radio licences from the Lyons
government. By 1954, newspapers wholly or partly
owned 43 of the 106 commercial radio stations operating
in Australia.
Major newspaper groups wanted to repeat that success
and snare the first television licences. To do so, they would
use the power of their newspapers to shape public opinion
and political decision-making. They also drew on their
long experience in backroom lobbying and political
campaigning. Political influence was important because the
first opponent the newspaper groups had to vanquish was
not an electrical appliance manufacturer or another
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commercial rival. It was
Newspapers used their own pages to
the federal Labor party.
argue that they were the natural choice
In 1949, Labor’s policy
to be Australia’s television pioneers.
under Ben Chifley was to
They played up concerns about foreign
introduce a British-style
ownership, damaging the prospects of their
public broadcasting system
main rivals, American cinema interests
of television that would shut
and foreign electrical manufacturers.
out the newspapers. His
Newspapers also kept emphasising how
opponent, Liberal party leader,
financially risky it was going to be to start
Robert Menzies, supported
up a television station in Australia.
the newspapers’ call for
Privately, they knew from the American
commercial television,
experience that although television did
although Menzies was in no
require large capital investments, the first
particular hurry to introduce it.
stations soon made ‘phenomenal’ profits.
Bambi Arnell, TV actress from Melbourne,
During the 1949 election, the
Behind closed doors, the newspaper
November 1958. Photo by R Donaldson
major newspapers campaigned
groups believed that success for the first
fiercely against Labor. When
licensees was ‘assured’, and that just having
Menzies won, Colin Bednall was
a television licence would be worth £1 million,
Packer now
dispatched to see him.
or about $37 million in today’s money. But
Bednall was the managing editor
publicly, they kept promoting a sense of
controlled
of Brisbane’s Courier-Mail and was
enormous financial risk.
two of the four
on friendly terms with Menzies.
By the time commercial television licence
commercial
Bednall tried to convince the new
applications were opened in 1955, the
television stations newspapers had either frightened off potential
prime minister of the importance
of television, and of involving the
competitors or convinced them to join them.
in Australlia’s
newspapers in its development. In
There were only eight applications for
largest markets.
November 1952, Bednall wrote to a
Sydney’s two commercial television licences,
young Rupert Murdoch, ‘For the
and just four for Melbourne’s two licences.
last two years, I have been fighting
Several were unviable. There were no realistic
hard behind the political scenes for recognition by the
alternatives to the newspaper companies. Bednall — who
Federal Government of the rights of existing newspaper
would come to regret the part he played in helping them
radio interests to participate in Television.’
— later described this as ‘tragic’.
Menzies announced a Royal Commission into
Across Australia’s major cities, ten of the first eleven
television in 1953, stacked to guarantee the newspapers
commercial television licences were awarded to groups
a sympathetic hearing. Bednall himself was one of the six
with a newspaper company as a major shareholder.
commissioners appointed. He later said that four of the
By 1960, it was a clean sweep. Newspaper groups
five commissioners he worked with were ‘trusty and
controlled all of Australia’s commercial television
well-beloved’ friends of the Menzies government.
stations. As Labor’s HV Evatt noted, no other country
Even before the Commission began its work, the
had allowed newspaper companies ‘to become the sole
Menzies government suddenly legislated for a dual
pioneers in the field of commercial television.’
system of public and commercial broadcasting. That
In Sydney, one licence went to a group headed by
settled the major issue at stake: Australia would have the
Frank Packer’s Consolidated Press, publisher of the Daily
ABC and commercial stations.
Telegraph (TCN-9). The other went to a group dominated
The Royal Commission’s final report recommended a
by the Fairfax company, publishers of the Sydney Morning
television system that was almost a carbon-copy of the
Herald (ATN-7).
newspapers’ proposals. Unlike several other countries,
In Melbourne, one licence went to the giant Herald and
Australia’s television licence holders would own their own Weekly Times (HSV-7), built from the foundations of the
transmitters and face only minimal content requirements
Herald and the Sun News-Pictorial. Melbourne’s second
or public service obligations.
licence (for GTV-9) went to the most diverse group.
Now the race was on for the crucial first licences.
Its major shareholders were an electronic appliance
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company, Electronic Industries, as well as the Age and
Argus newspapers, cinemas, theatre and commercial
radio companies.
Several other newspaper groups had also joined up
with electrical manufacturers, including AWA (Australia’s
largest manufacturer of radio and television equipment),
Email (maker of electric meters, radios and fridges) and
Philips Electrical, one of the largest electrical companies
in the world.
So, Australia did have electrical and appliance
companies involved in television but not in any major way
and not for long. Foreign ownership restrictions stopped
companies like Philips from taking a larger stake.
But even local electrical manufacturers soon found
themselves pushed out or bought out by their
newspaper partners.
Electronic Industries, an Australian-owned
manufacturer of television sets and equipment, was the
closest Australia got to a proudly conservative, appliancefocused executive like 30 Rock’s Jack Donaghy. Its owner,
Arthur Warner, was a sitting state Liberal MP who freely
acknowledged that his interest in GTV-9 was about selling
as many television sets as possible. But in 1960, Warner
had a heart attack and sold Electronic Industries to the
British firm, Pye Industries. Because of foreign ownership
limits, Warner had to sell his GTV-9 shares; Frank Packer
offered him an irresistible price and the Menzies
government approved the transfer.
Packer now controlled two of the four commercial
television stations in Australia’s largest markets. His
station in Sydney was first-on-air in September 1956.
The fortune flowing from the Nine network would secure
the Packer family for generations: from Frank’s son Kerry,
who became synonymous with Australian television, to
Kerry’s son James, who preferred casinos and sold out
of media.
In Adelaide, Rupert Murdoch’s News Limited,
publisher of The News, was awarded one of the city’s
two television licences (NWS-9) in 1958. After a couple
of lean years, Murdoch also found that television could be
highly profitable.
One company could own a daily metropolitan
newspaper, a television station and radio station in the
same city in Australia, and the big players did. Other
countries put a stop to that. Even in the laissez-faire US,
a 1940 ‘duopoly’ rule prohibited ownership of a radio
station and television station in the same market.
GE had to sell out of NBC in 1932 because of anti-trust
investigations by the Federal Communications
Commission. It regained control of NBC in 1986, only to

TV tower nearing completion, Gore Hill, 16 August 1956.
Photo by Lynch

sell out again in 2011 to Comcast (which happened during
filming of 30 Rock and became a plotline).
In Australia, the major newspaper groups were able to
keep their cross-media holdings until the mid-1980s, and
the vast revenue from television enabled further rounds
of asset-buying and consolidation. Events came full circle
in 2018 when Nine Entertainment, the former Packer
network, bought Fairfax, one of Australia’s two remaining
large newspaper groups.
In the US, the big three television networks
continued to dominate American television, until
Rupert Murdoch arrived in 1985. He purchased six
stations as the foundation for his Fox Television
Network. Television revenue had transformed Murdoch’s
News Limited from a small Adelaide newspaper
company in the 1950s into one of Australia’s — and
then one of the world’s — largest media companies.
Sally Young is Professor of Political Science at the
University of Melbourne and the State Library of
NSW’s Coral Thomas Fellow. This piece is based on
a lecture she gave for the Library in October. Her book
Media Monsters: The Transformation of Australia’s
Newspaper Empires is forthcoming in 2022.
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Drawing
a fine line
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A

curator
encounters
a trailblazing
illustrator whose
work shone in
newspapers.

Artist Kerrie Leishman has always been attracted to
mysterious, atmospheric and ambiguous imagery.
Her poetic and layered artworks found a public
outlet in newspapers — just as the world of news
media was on the lookout for original ideas, in
what turned out to be a golden era. Fortuitously,
too, she sought out the State Library as the
custodian of her artful drawings. Recently, I’ve
had the pleasure of exploring this rich archive of
evocative illustrations. My first encounter with
Leishman’s work confirms and magnifies its
impact — the intensity and detail of her graphite
drawings is mesmerising; with the added depth of
jewel-like colour they seem to glow from within.
Through a combination of good luck and
timing, Leishman landed her dream job, working
in the art department of John Fairfax Ltd in
1986. She produced illustrations for the Sydney
Morning Herald and other Fairfax publications
for the next 30 years, working remotely for
over a decade from Kangaroo Valley, where
she continues her artistic practice today.
Growing up in rural Victoria, she’d always been
encouraged to draw, but like many young creatives,
she pursued her artistic ambitions against family
advice. A Commonwealth Scholarship enabled her
to attend art school in her hometown of Ballarat
in the mid-1970s, which she followed up with the
obligatory cultural pilgrimage to Europe. In London,
Leishman secured her first exhibition, using leftover
house paints and cardboard to create artworks
inhabited by the same stylised figures who would
later stride through her newspaper illustrations.
Her career stalled, however, when she moved to
Sydney. Keen to showcase her artistry, she turned
her hand to signwriting and other odd jobs. In
1983, walking down Oxford Street, Paddington
she passed artist Anthea Leonard’s popular ‘Sweet
Art’ cake boutique. Overnight a brick had been
thrown through the shop’s window and Leonard
asked if Leishman could paint an artist’s palette
and brushes on the replacement pane. Leonard,
described as Australia’s ‘first cake sculptress’,
channelled her unique vision into crafting bespoke
‘tromp l’oeil’ cakes. Business was booming. To keep
up with demand, she’d already started training
other artists to help realise her edible creations.
Leonard offered Leishman a job and for the
next few years she became part of the Sweet Art
team. Learning to paint on icing and sculpt cakes

into outlandish shapes, she witnessed the highpressure process of transforming a client’s brief
into preliminary drawings and finished art. One
day in 1986, illustrator Jock Alexander came into
the shop to order a cake. This chance encounter
gave Kerrie the break she’d been
waiting for: he suggested she head
over to the Fairfax offices in Ultimo to
meet the company’s new art director,
John Sandeman, who was in the
process of revamping the paper.
The newspaper industry entered
a period of rapid change in the 1980s.
Newspapers had been using an evergrowing number of photographs and
illustrations since the 1940s, but
production and design were about to be
transformed. As a high-school student,
I went on an excursion to the Fairfax
plant at Broadway. These were the days
of ‘hot metal type’ and our tour took in
all aspects of the production of The Sun,
Fairfax’s afternoon newspaper. Ushered
through the smoke-filled newsroom, buzzing with
journalists clattering away on their typewriters,
and into the gloom of the photographic darkroom,
we headed down to the grimy, noisy composing
room. After witnessing the deafening shudder of
the printing presses rolling, our tour ended in the
docks where the freshly bundled papers sat waiting
for dispatch. As a souvenir of our visit, we each
received a sample of hot type — warm to the touch
and spelling out our names. I have mine still.
The Sydney Morning Herald celebrated its
150th anniversary in 1981 but the era of hot
metal was about to end. On 27 March 1984, the
morning edition of the masthead was produced
using ‘cold type’ for the first time – nothing short
of a technological revolution. As John Sandeman
tells it, the Herald was, ‘nearly paperless from
the time the journalists type their stories on
visual display terminals (similar in appearance
to personal computers) … until it hits the street’.
In 1985 Sandeman was put in charge of
modernising the look of the paper. Sydney’s
premier daily broadsheet (fondly known as
Granny) was looking old-fashioned. Sandeman
was tasked with updating it to attract a younger
readership. This saw the inclusion of new
daily sections like ‘Good Living’, ‘Metro’ and
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Kerrie Leishman in her
Kangaroo Valley studio, c 2015
Photo by Hugh Sinclair
Courtesy Kerrie Leishman

Above: 'A devotion that waxes
and wanes, watercolour by Kerrie
Leishman, Sydney Morning Herald,
14 February 2007
Left: 'The next wave', oil paint,
Sydney Morning Herald,
30 October 1999
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'Wild colonial bards', graphite on paper, Sydney Morning Herald, 2 June 1990

‘The Guide’, magazine-style inserts with large artworks
paper on hand in the Fairfax workroom — thick, smooth
on the covers, and fresh typography, layout and design.
and hard, ideal for precise graphic work. There were the
Sandeman’s first job was to ‘blow the cobwebs off the art
‘clutch pens’ she became addicted to. Most of her drawings
department.’ Keen to ‘nurture talent’, he says he was intent
were done with a Staedtler micro pencil, fitted with her
on ‘building diversity into this new brigade of world-class
preferred 0.5 mm and 0.7 mm graphite leads, either 2B
artists.’ Kerrie Leishman was among them. ‘Most of the
or 4B. ‘I just loved those pencils’, she tells me. ‘I became
people whose names you know as cartoonists or illustrators
addicted to using only these and it definitely helped develop
today came through the Fairfax art department at that
my drawing technique. I went through a lot of them!
stage’, says Sandeman. As well as Leishman, Sandeman’s
Sometimes, if I needed to fill in a large dark area fast, I used
stable of stars included Jock Alexander,
a thicker type of mechanical pencil fitted
Jenny Coopes, Andrew Ireland, Bill Leak,
with a chunkier 5.6 mm lead, but mostly it
John Shakespeare and Amanda Upton.
was the Staedtlers. I also used watercolour or
I
just
loved
Leishman recalls she was, ‘thrown in
gouache for the colour covers of the features
those pencils …
the deep end, and just started drawing.’
sections and for the Northern Herald.’
Illustrating on demand is an intense
On any given day Leishman might produce
I became addicted
process. Leishman drew herself into
two or three illustrations, from sketch to
to using only those
the job with pencil and paper, finding
finished artwork, in just a few hours, each with
her own language of self-expression
its printers instructions: ‘Drop the dot, Ta’,
and creating a unique style. Despite
or ‘Return to artist’. But by far the toughest
the constant pressure to work fast, she remembers
job was the illustration for the next day’s Opinion page.
the department’s eclecticism and inclusiveness, which
The topic was often not decided until after midday and
encouraged collegiality and originality. Often, she was the
the deadline was 4 pm. In this short timeframe, whoever
only female illustrator in the large light-filled workroom,
got the job had to read the brief and come up with an idea
set up with three long rows of drawing tables. At other
that had to be approved by the editor and worked up into
times she and Amanda Upton sat side-by-side on tall
finished art. The biggest hurdle was waiting to be told
stools, each focused on their drawing assignments.
the size available for the illustration. This depended on
She speaks passionately about her process, fondly
the final layout of the page, which, in turn, was governed
describing the simple tools of her trade — the seemingly
by the amount of advertising sold. Leishman recalls her
endless supplies of ‘really good quality’ German drawing
frustration when her original idea for an illustration was
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'Baby gloomers too, anguish of the couples who could have',
graphite on paper, Sydney Morning Herald, 17 November 1990

compromised to fit into the layout or, worse still, scrapped
all together. Then, another idea had to be mapped out,
approved and executed, always working against the clock.
Leishman’s graphics were deliberately intended to catch
the eye of the page-turning browser and offer a cryptic
teaser — distilling the essence of the story and hooking the
reader into reading more. Suggestive, without giving too
much away. Always on deadline, Leishman strove to capture
the relationship between the written and visual. Working
with leading journalists and social commentators — Ross
Gittins, Hugh Mackay, Tim Flannery, Robert Manne and Anne
Summers — she crafted clever pictorial representations of their
news articles and opinion pieces. Leishman tells me that while
working as an editorial illustrator was exciting and stressful she
loved seeing her drawings printed in the paper — mainly in black
and white but later, increasingly, with the added boost of colour.
Sandeman had ensured that the artists retained copyright
in their work as a potential secondary-income source. Thus,
Leishman could approach the State Library in December 1999,
offering archived examples of her Fairfax work, many signed
and bearing printer’s instructions, and accompanied by a copy
of the newspaper article for which the illustration was created.
The Library had showcased its interest in the genre that year
with its exhibition, ‘Australians in black & white: (the most
public art)’, which displayed works by several Fairfax alumni.
On this initial acquisition of Leishman’s illustration, then
Curator of Pictures, Elizabeth Ellis, described her as, ‘one of a
young generation of women artists who has achieved national
recognition in the still largely male-dominated industry of

'You've come a long way baby', graphite pencil and watercolour,
Sydney Morning Herald, 4 June 2008

black and white newspaper artists.’ The Library has since built
a collection of Leishman’s work from 1987 to 2012, over 100
examples in varying media that document the arc of her career.
Burnt out, Leishman took redundancy from Fairfax in
2016 to focus on her painting and teaching. Late last year, she
published a curated collection of her artworks — many from
the Library’s collection — accompanied by selected quotes
from many of the columnists with whom she collaborated.
These days, pencil illustration has largely disappeared from
newspapers, but Leishman still believes that a drawing
crafted with just pencil and paper can have a big impact.
Created before the world was engulfed by digital imagery,
her conceptual artworks still offer new ways of seeing.
Intelligence and character shine through her artful drawings,
expressing her perceptions of the human experience,
reaching out and connecting to the viewer. Her work, now
and then, inspires us to think more deeply about social
issues and events as they are reported in the media.
Margot Riley, curator
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Jantzen women’s swimsuits for 1967
modelled at Chinamans Beach alongside
the latest-model Holden Torana.
Photo by Jack Hickson, APA Collection.
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The slippery
symbols of
Australia
As a nation’s sense of itself and its place in the world shifts,
so do the symbols it uses to tell its story.
Just ten years ago, the Southern Cross was
the most popular tattoo design in Australia.
Today it is the tattoo most commonly being
removed. National symbols never stand still.
We often think of nations as transcending
history, as permanent fixtures dating back to
time immemorial. But the nation-state is a
relatively new phenomenon, emerging in the
American and French revolutions to slowly
displace military empires and dynastic regimes.
The symbols through which we imagine the
nation are constantly changing, despite the
desire to think of them too as immovable.
The mutability of national symbols and the
rapidity with which they change was brought
home to the 30 of us working on a new edition of
Symbols of Australia, first published in 2010. Even
during the four years of editing and updating,
it was hard to keep up as well-established
national symbols shifted on their foundations.
The Holden — Australia’s own car, a symbol of
industrial maturity and a fixture of post-war

consumer culture — came to the end of the road
in 2017. The last Holden became a museum
piece, as had the first Holden prototype.
Uluru’s role as the symbolic heart of the
nation was elevated further: ant-trails of
tourists no longer scramble over its surface
and the Uluru Statement from the Heart
has the potential to change fundamental
relationships at the core of the national polity.
And then, there’s the Akubra. It seemed a
fixture on prime ministerial pates whenever a
bush photo-op beckoned. Like so many invented
traditions, that habit was itself of recent lineage
— can you imagine Menzies or Whitlam in an
Akubra? But in 2018 on his first day as prime
minister Scott Morrison joked, ‘I don’t have an
Akubra, mate’ when discussing the drought. On
his first prime ministerial trip to see its impact in
Queensland, he ostentatiously wore a baseball cap.
Even the formal symbols of nation can be
surprisingly flighty, changing not only their
meaning but their very appearance. The Howard
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Right: The Sydney
Mail front cover,
1 November, 1916,
showing the rising
sun, the Union Jack
and the red ensign
Below: From the
Library’s collection
of ephemera from
Commonwealth
celebrations in
1901, this invitation
displays many
symbols discussed
in this essay
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government passed legislation in 1998
to make it harder to alter the national
flag. But the flag it sought to protect
from change had only formally become
the national flag in 1954. Until then, the
flag that had precedence over all other
flags in Australia was the Union Jack.
Even in World War II, families had to
seek permission, which was always
given, to drape a soldier’s coffin with
an Australian ensign. Menzies, British
to the bootstraps, changed the order of
precedence without ever admitting it.
A more recent innovation, ‘Australian National
Flag Day’, proclaimed in 1996, commemorates the
day the blue ensign was first flown, 3 September 1901.
It was not the national flag but one of two shipping
ensigns, blue for Commonwealth government use
and red — sometimes known as ‘the people’s flag’
— for merchant ships. And that 1901 flag design
was tweaked before being sent for final approval
to the British Admiralty, which tweaked it again
before it was gazetted in 1903. It was changed
yet again in 1908 when the Commonwealth Star
acquired a seventh point. Australians found
their flag a puzzle for another 50 years.
Perhaps they still do. Among so-called sovereign
citizens, the red ‘people’s flag’ has re-emerged as a
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symbol of protest at various anti-vax rallies
during 2021. This conveniently glosses over
the suggestion that Menzies preferred the
blue ensign in the 1950s because red was
the colour associated with communism.
The Australian coat of arms had an even
rockier road. Granted by King Edward VII
in 1908, the first arms had the familiar
kangaroo and emu supporting the English
cross of St George at the centre. But with
no St Andrew’s or St Patrick’s cross, Scotsand Irish-Australians were outraged. The
whole design went back to the drawing
board and a new coat of arms was proclaimed in
1912. In 1954 — a year of symbol renovation perhaps,
with the excitement of a ‘new Elizabethan Age’ and
a royal visit — the government decided the 1912
coat of arms looked a bit dated. A design by Eileen
Mayo was chosen — she introduced both a crown
and a stylised Aboriginal shield into the mix — but
nothing more came of it as the whole enterprise
ran out of money. The 1912 version survived.
Another item formally listed as a national symbol —
to be sung rather than seen — is the national anthem.
It too has a chequered history. ‘God Save the Queen’
was the national anthem in 1901, though ‘Advance
Australia Fair’ was also sung at the inauguration of
the Commonwealth. Its original 1878 lyrics were
considerably revised for the occasion
– we gained ‘boundless plains to
share’ but dropped mention of ‘gallant
Cook’, ‘sires of yore’ and Britannia
ruling the waves. When, after some
awkwardness, it was proclaimed the
national anthem in 1984, ‘Australians
all’ replaced ‘Australia’s sons’ and
the oft-forgotten second verse saw
further changes. In 2021, ‘young
and free’ became ‘one and free’.
Australia’s floral emblem — the
golden wattle (acacia pycnantha
Benth.) — was only proclaimed
in 1988 and National Wattle Day
(1 September) formally recognised in
1992. However Wattle Day Leagues
had long been out celebrating on
various dates in a number of states.
The wattle was already popular as
a national symbol — though not

without some occasionally acrimonious dissent
from advocates of the waratah. Team Waratah
thought its deep red colour and shapeliness made it
a more decorative choice. In any case acacias were
found elsewhere — diplomatic spats erupted when
South Africa used acacia for symbolic purposes.
The wattle won the war. Its jaunty yellow and
springtime flowering were commonly seen as
representing the cheerfulness and wholesomeness
of the new nation (not if you were asthmatic,
protested the waratah advocates). Today, according
to the prime minister’s departmental website, it
is wattle’s ‘resilience’ that ‘represents the spirit
of the Australian people’. The cluster of meanings
and emotions attached to particular symbols
are as changeable as the symbols themselves.
Wattle re-emerged as a symbol of commemoration
in 1999 when Governor-General Sir William Deane
cast 14 sprigs into the Saxeten Gorge in Switzerland
to remember the 14 young Australians killed there
in a canyoning accident. Its use commemorating the
Bali bombings in 2002 confirmed it in that role, which
harked back to earlier elegiac meanings of the wattle
which had disappeared as the twentieth century
progressed. In Adam Lindsay Gordon’s best-known
poem, ‘The Sick Stockrider’, the hero wanted to
die, ‘in the hollow where the wattle blossoms wave’.
After Gordon shot himself in 1870, Elizabeth Lauder,
romantically attached to the poet, planted wattle on
his grave and for the next 30 years sent its seeds to
Victorian schools to be planted in Gordon’s memory.
Another poet, CJ Dennis, buried his larrikin
Anzac hero Ginger Mick under mimosa — the
closest thing at hand to wattle — on Gallipoli:
But never was the fairest wattle wreath
More golden than the ‘eart uv’ im beneath.

Wattle’s acceptance as a symbol
and shifts in meaning suggest that
official proclamations are only part of
the story. If official symbols, fixed by
government regulation, are so unstable,
what of those many more national
symbols that acquire their significance
through everyday usage? Popular
culture can be far more capricious —
and ruthless. Around Federation, as
six colonies of Britain were creating
a nation-state and a single protected

market, the continent was awash with
symbols. Manufacturers packaged
and branded more and more products
with trademarks emphasising
Australianness, taking national
symbols into the home. Among
hundreds of products with nationally
inspired packaging were Kangaroo
bicycles, Emu chocolates, Boomerang
explosives, Possum wine and Cooee
tomato sauce, almost all now
consigned to the dustbin of history.

S

ome symbols simply
fade from sight.
Consider these three
examples: the rising sun,
‘Miss Australia’ and the cooee.

The rising sun was particularly popular around
Federation, identifying the newly emerging
Australia with the future, distinguishing Australia
from older nations whose symbolism seemed
preoccupied with the past. In 1901 Australians saw
themselves as being ‘in advance’ of the rest of the
world, not just because the 1884 agreement on an
international dateline meant they were among the
first peoples to greet a new day. They also believed
their social policies placed them in the vanguard
of human progress, relishing their reputation for
democracy, egalitarianism and social justice.
So ‘rising sun’ hotels, gold mines, football clubs
and fraternal lodges could be found throughout
the colonies. The motif often decorated gables of
houses in the prevalent architectural
style known later as ‘Federation’. It
appeared on the New South Wales and
South Australian coats of arms of 1906 and
1936 respectively. On Australia House in
London the rising sun was represented
by Apollo in a dramatic sculpture —
assertively facing East — unveiled in 1924.
The badge designed for the Australian
military forces in 1902, based on an
arrangement of swords, became commonly
known as ‘the rising sun’. It reminded
many of Hoadley’s ‘Rising Sun’ jam.
The slippery symbols of Australia :

Above: 'From the
land of the gum
bough and wattle
blossom', card
from the Alfred Lee
album of Federation
ephemera
Below: The Sydney
Mail front cover,
‘War issue: no. 189’,
15 March 1918, with an
image that would not
survive the outbreak
of the next war
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Davies, Alexander
& Co. penny token,
between 1850–1863

perhaps, the cooee cuckoo clock which had an
In 1941, the Australian Women’s Weekly bravely
announced, ‘The sun never sets now on the slouch
Aboriginal man popping out to cooee on the hour.
hat and the rising sun badge’, just as it did so. The
Cooee jewellery was also a thing, the word spelt
rising sun’s popularity as an Australian symbol
out as a gem-encrusted snake. Cooees were a feature
did not survive the war; within six months Japan
of welcomes to Nellie Melba in 1902, the Great White
attacked Pearl Harbor under its own distinctive
Fleet in 1908 and Lord Baden Powell in 1912, not to
‘rising sun’ flag. Fifty years later the
mention Annette Kellermann’s diving exhibitions
Australian defence forces began using it
throughout the world. Football games and theatres
again in their advertising so effectively
rang with cooees as much as the bush was supposed
that now there is little sense that the
to. Recruitment campaigns from 1914 went to town,
rising sun might have any national
enlisting the cooee as the Empire’s call for help to
meaning other than a military one.
Australia: no cooee could go unanswered. Yet in the
The conventional nineteenthmore restrained society of the 1920s those exuberant
century representation of nations —
cooees disappeared. The cooee seemed outdated
portrayed in formal settings as well as
as the nation searched for more modern national
cartoons — was a Minerva
symbols such as the surf lifesaver,
figure along the lines of
or the Sydney Harbour Bridge.
the UK’s Britannia, the US’s
One era’s daggy
The popularity of other symbols
Columbia and France’s Marianne.
has fluctuated considerably over
embarrassment
can
Australia’s equivalent, ‘Miss
turn into another’s two centuries of use. One era’s
Australia’ as she was sometimes
daggy embarrassment can turn into
called, was often depicted as a
fashionable
another’s fashionable accessory, and
daughter of Britannia. A beauty
accessory …
vice versa. Some were the height
usually depicted in classical dress,
of modernity and sophistication
she was often surrounded by
when they first appeared on the
gum trees, sheep or kangaroos. Often blonde, with
symbolic landscape — the lifesaver and the Holden
wattle in her hair, with a rising sun emphasising
for example — but came to depend on a patina of
her youth, she was always white, pure, virginal.
affectionate nostalgia for their survival. Others that
In cartoons, she was the popular stereotype of
fall out of use for a time return in ironic mode.
modern Australian girlhood: pert, opinionated,
The ways symbols come and go are many and
independent and plucky. A good sport bursting
varied.
Vegemite only began to register as a national
with good health, her tan never compromised
symbol with clever advertising in World War II.
her essential whiteness. Whatever her guise,
Uluru gained traction once tourism took off in the
she was something of a male fantasy. But the
1950s. The billy, once ubiquitous in the bush, is
First World War ended her prominence, as more
disappearing as bushwalkers make space for their
masculine and martial virtues took precedence.
portable espresso maker. The boomerang, a stalwart
Perhaps too as women began to appear in political
of Australian symbol-making for two centuries,
life the merely allegorical role no longer suited.
has less currency as white Australia becomes more
From the 1920s, real women vied to be ‘Miss
conscious of appropriating Indigenous culture.
Australia’ in beauty contests. It’s hard to imagine
Other symbols emerge with attempts to find
her reappearing as a symbol of Australia today.
new ways of appropriately reflecting a diverse
The cooee was another symbol that faded through
community. A decade ago, the Rainbow Serpent
the twentieth century. From early in the nineteenth
was a popular national symbol but its trivialisation
century, it was accepted as an aural national
and overt appropriation saw its retreat. The latest
symbol, like the Swiss yodel, Big Ben’s chimes or the
symbol to join the national pantheon — now added
kookaburra’s laugh. One enthusiast, WJ Sowden,
to the new edition of the book — is the democracy
urged his compatriots to replace three cheers with
sausage. It has come to embody the particular
three cooees. Another, Maude Wordsworth James,
character of Australian democracy – or the way
wanted a cooee corner set up in every Australian
home, with various cooee knick-knacks, including,
Australians like to imagine their democracy.
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G. Hutton halfpenny
token, c 1860
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Other symbols survive but twist their imagined
meanings. Two centuries ago the kangaroo represented
Australia’s oddity. As the non-Indigenous native-born
took control of their own symbol making, it stood
for pugnacity or resilience. Now kangaroos are more
commonly associated with nature’s fragility in the
face of climate change. Even the Qantas kangaroo
is subjected to subtle revamps, the latest in 2016.
The symbolism of the Anzac as a representative
Australian originally drew on his status as a citizensoldier, a casual she’ll-be-right larrikinism that held
military authority in contempt. Now it has come to
serve the needs of a professional regular army. With
no original Anzacs left to protest, Anzackery has
become the plaything of politicians and the military.

Perhaps more significant than these comings and
goings is the way the debates around national symbols
never stop moving on. Our thinking about national
symbols in 2010 seems almost quaint compared to
how we think about national identity in the 2020s, as
new voices come to the fore and Australia’s place in
the world shifts. Yet the history of national symbols
is not only fascinating, quirky and unexpected; their
history reveals a great deal about where ‘we’ have come
from and how ‘we’ have imagined ourselves. Perhaps
even how ‘we’ can look to the future. And that raises a
fundamental point: who is this ‘we’? Symbols attempt
the impossible in defining ‘us’. Whoever we are.
Richard White is a historian, and is co-editor,
with Melissa Harper, of Symbols of Australia:
Imagining a Nation (NewSouth, 2021).
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Sylvia Martin

Queering

the archive
A biographer reflects on the serendipity of finding traces
of her subjects’ intimate lives in the archive.
‘I hope your family file your letters,’
wrote the novelist Miles Franklin
to her poet friend Mary Fullerton in
the 1930s. ‘Immense stuff there for
you or for a biography some day.’
Miles Franklin was a biographer’s
dream: a writer with a sense of the
importance to literary posterity of all
her writings, no matter how ephemeral.
She not only kept copies of her own
correspondence but also filed the
replies. She left thousands of letters to
the Mitchell Library, including more
than 800 letters between herself and
Mary Fullerton. And, as we see from her
remark to Mary, she also encouraged
her closest writer friends to ensure that
whatever they wrote was preserved.
My interest in Mary Fullerton, a littleknown Australian writer born in 1868,
began three decades ago when I dipped
into the extensive Miles Franklin papers
in the Mitchell as part of my research
into historical women’s friendships.
The two women met when Miles was
working in London in the early 1920s,
soon after Mary moved there in 1922.
Top: Miles Franklin, probably early 1900s
Below: Mary Fullerton, Melbourne, c 1895
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Mary’s book Bark House Days, a memoir
of her childhood in Gippsland, was the
catalyst for bringing together these
two intensely nationalistic writers.
After Miles returned to Australia,
they wrote to each other for two
decades until Mary’s death in 1946.
It’s a fascinating correspondence that
ranges widely: they chat about daily
activities, they discuss the highs and
lows of the writing process, they cook
up convoluted schemes to maintain
the secrecy of their pseudonyms.
Analysing the position of women writers,
especially those from the ‘colonies’,
is a favourite topic. Philosophising is
interspersed with gossip and the letters
are peppered liberally with witty and
often scathing comments about fellow
authors and recalcitrant publishers.
Of particular interest to me as a
biographer of queer history was the fact
that Mary Fullerton often writes about
Mabel Singleton, the woman with whom
she shared a series of flats throughout
the years in London, and Mabel’s son
Denis, who they seem to have brought

Mabel Jupp, Walsall, England, c 1900

Mabel Singleton and baby Denis, Melbourne, 1911

up together. I found that Miles Franklin kept correspondence
between herself and Mabel Singleton too, right up to 1952.
I was to discover that Mary and Mabel had met while
they were involved in Vida Goldstein’s Women’s Political
Association in the early years of the twentieth century when
Vida made several attempts to become the first woman in
Australian federal politics. They were also key players in the
Women’s Peace Army during World War I. Denis was born
in 1911, after which Mabel’s elderly husband banished her
to his holiday home on Mount Dandenong. She and Denis
moved back to her home country of England in 1921 and
Mary joined her there in early 1922 after her mother died.
Mabel Singleton is described in the Australian Dictionary of
Biography entry on Mary Fullerton as a ‘friend and patron’.
Mary wrote novels, non-fiction books and articles
for newspapers, but it was her skills as a poet that most
interested Miles Franklin, who worked hard to get her

friend’s poetry published. Mary sent her hundreds of poems
and Miles was responsible for securing the publication of
her last two collections under the pseudonym ‘E’ — Moles
Do So Little With Their Privacy in 1942 and The Wonder
and the Apple, which came out posthumously in 1946.
Miles remained in contact with Mary’s three unmarried
sisters in Melbourne, most closely with Emily, who helped in
the distribution of the two poetry collections even though she
showed little interest in the poems. When sales of The Wonder
and the Apple dropped off, Emily wrote to Miles that she was
‘not one atom surprised’, continuing, ‘I can’t think of one
person I know whose taste it would be’. Miles has written at
the top of this letter of 8 September 1946: ‘Mary’s family had
no understanding of her talent, only of her lack of success.’
The sisters did rally when Miles, the indefatigable archivist,
urged them to offer any material they had about Mary to book
collector John Kinmont Moir, who also collected authors’
Queering the archive :
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papers and was donating his collection to the Public Library.
They complied in 1952, and a collection of Mary’s family letters,
diaries and scrapbooks of news cuttings is now part of the
JK Moir Papers at the State Library of Victoria. Annotations
and crossings out in red crayon indicate that Mary’s sister
Isabel Fullerton censored some of the letters before offering
what she considered suitable for public consumption.
On 8 April 1946, soon after Mary’s death, Miles wrote to
Mabel Singleton encouraging her to write a memoir about
her long life with her companion:
You must do your memoir as it will be the most important of all
— how you rescued her, as you told me, and took her to London.
That is a tremendous story of a beautiful friendship and you had
better write it down, or heaven knows what the newshounds
will make of it when we are gone … You guard the copies of the
poems you have carefully so if I am burned-out they will be safe.

Despite Miles’s further urgings — even the suggestion
that Mabel could leave the manuscript to the Mitchell if
it was not wanted by publishers — Mabel never did write
her memoir. In 1952, she observed sadly: ‘What a story if
it could be told.’ Miles died in 1954 and Mabel in 1965.
The Mitchell Library holds another collection of Mary’s
papers that was not placed there by Miles Franklin. When
I met Mabel’s son Denis and his wife Eileen in London in
1992, I was told what Eileen called a ‘funny story’. After Mabel
died, it was discovered she still had a large number of Mary’s
manuscripts in her possession. They remained in a cupboard at
the home of her son and daughter-in-law for several years until
one day, in frustration at having once more to move the large
box containing the manuscripts in order to gain access to the
cupboard, Eileen picked it up and put it out with the rubbish.
Fortunately, after having second thoughts and ringing an
acquaintance at Angus & Robertson publishers for advice, she
retrieved the box and set in motion the process that eventually
resulted in the Mitchell Library’s acquisition of the collection
in 1971, now catalogued as the Mary Fullerton Papers.
I suspect I may have been the first reader to open some of
the folders crammed with loose sheets of unpublished poems,
many of them carbon copies of typescript, some handwritten
neatly as if for presentation, others scrawled in pencil. I found
that many of the poems had the dates on which Mary wrote
them. Some were also signed and had dedications such as:
‘Mabel’, ‘M.E.S from M.E.F’, ‘With more love than can be
spoken or written’, and ‘To you who thought of me in absence’.
72 /
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Most of the poems carrying dedications to the poet’s
friend were written in the decade between 1910 and 1920,
although some are dated as late as the 1940s. They are
love poems written for Mabel’s eyes only and were not
sent to Miles Franklin. ‘Touch’ is an early example:
Take me by the hand love
Take me by the hand
Touch is more than word love
To make me understand.
Kiss me on the face dear
Kiss me on the brow
There is revelation
Where is puzzle now.
Speech has tried to tell me
Eyes are but a veil
Touch me with your hand love
Else my life must fail.
Touch will find it surely
What other senses miss
Tell me with your hand love
Tell me by your kiss.
If these unpublished poems had been left with the
rubbish and had not found their way to a library, a rare story
of same-sex love from the early twentieth century would have
been lost and I as a researcher would have had to make do
with speculating about the nature of the two women’s long
friendship. How many more stories of this kind have been
lost to history, by chance or though family censorship?
Mary Fullerton’s sisters were not entirely happy with
her decision to leave Australia to live with ‘Mrs Singleton’,
perhaps because they knew they were unlikely to see her
again but perhaps also because they disapproved of the
pair’s close relationship. In 1952, Mabel agreed with Miles
that Emily Fullerton had not understood her sister’s talent,
adding, ‘but Miles she has been more understanding about
Mary’s and my friendship and more appreciative of what I did
for Mary, than any of the others. There has been a lot of bad
feeling towards me, and I had felt it very much. Yes! Mary’s
soul was harried beyond belief and I had to get her away.’

Mary reading to Denis and Mabel, Richmond Park, London, c 1930

The few biographical references about
Mary Fullerton stress her ‘go alone’ nature.
The Australian Dictionary of Biography entry,
published in 1981, is typical of these, stating:
Mary Fullerton never married: ‘My nature really
intended me to be the “go alone” that I’ve been’,
she wrote in her unpublished memoirs.

But in that memoir written about her early
life when she was in her seventies, Mary goes on
to explain that she has never felt ‘any lack in my
estate’ about being ‘not the marrying sort’: ‘I have
never wanted more than intellectual touch with the
opposite sex. At the first indication of sentiment or
“philandering” I’ve always been off like a shot.’ She
also writes that ‘unwomanly’ and ‘cold-hearted’ were
the charges levelled at women who did not marry:
I have heard these words and their like applied
to myself. I have smiled, knowing them to be
from an entirely false understanding of me.

As societal mores change and progress, so too
do traditional institutions. In future entries in the
Australian Dictionary of Biography, relationships such as
that enjoyed by Mary Fullerton and Mabel Singleton may
be celebrated as marriages. Instead, to honour these two
women’s four-decade-long love from early last century,
here is one of Mary’s unpublished poems that found
its way fortuitously into the archives. In this undated
sonnet, she looks towards their future life together:

Somewhere
O, somewhere down the swift-increasing years
That compass me like some still rising tide,
When youth lies long forgotten, and the fears
Born of her innocence are set aside.
Then I shall find what now I cannot hold, —
Your confidence, your dear delightful mirth,
And all the intimate things we have not told,
The joys that lift our spirits to Heaven from earth.
When I shall see the well-remembered face
Less clearly, and the dear head bowed more white,
When Life’s ambitions fade before Love’s grace,
And all misgivings vanish with the night,
Our seeds of understanding shall have grown,
And blossomed, in a garden all our own.
Sylvia Martin’s books include Ida Leeson: A Life (Allen & Unwin,
2006), awarded the 2008 Magarey Medal for Biography,
and the memoir Sky Swimming (UWA Publishing, 2020).
A revised edition of her first book Passionate Friends: Mary
Fullerton, Mabel Singleton and Miles Franklin was published
in 2021 by Queer Oz Folk, an imprint of Interventions.
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D

apto Public Library see also
Fisher Library see also Mitchell
Library Reading Room. See also
card catalogues. See also finding
new — or maybe an old — world.

The library
that made me
I have started this reflection in three different ways, in three
different libraries, trying to work out what it is I’m trying to pin
down when thinking about what libraries have done to me, and
for me. It’s made me re-open boxes of research papers, do online
catalogue searches, try to find photographs of buildings since
demolished; forced me to look through folders of copied papers
and photographs, to find handwritten notebooks and to notice
marginalia (‘tell Jane, Royal Tour menu’; ‘show Ian, Great Fleet
pics’, not to mention phone numbers of people whose names
I don’t recognise at all). What am I looking for: is it a memory,
is it an argument, is it a way of experiencing the world?
I’ve decided to ditch the obvious catalogue card, the
one with the origin story: Library see Dapto Public Library
see also Dapto Primary School library see also story of
tiny woman in floral shift with large pile of books.
Despite the satisfaction of the old working-class-kidgets-to-university narrative, I decided that card was one
we’d all seen before too: University see Fisher Library
see View over a park see New Life see also What Next?
Because really, it’s a combination of wide desks in a beautiful
space and a particular set of catalogue drawers that shaped
me as a thinker and a researcher, and they’re all in the reading
room at the Mitchell Library. This is the library that not only
changed me, it remains my image of what a library is and can be.
74 /
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It’s also probably why, as I read books to deadlines
every week in my job as a broadcaster/reviewer/arts
journalist, my preferred method is to sit at a wide table in
the rather vain hope of evoking a calm space in the midst
of work and domestic chaos. My haphazard piles of books
and paper lean precariously towards the ordered shelves
I long for, the basement levels that really would make
life a lot easier, if only they could be tunnelled out.
Because early in my research life (a Masters in Public
History, a PhD, work as an academic researcher and later
a TV researcher for a big history project), I discovered the
delight of the card catalogue at the Mitchell, preserved
as part of its bequest, but preserving too the work of
individual librarians. Both ordered and surprising,
constrained yet able to open up entire worlds of ideas.
I used to investigate any new area by taking out entire
drawers, sitting at a table, and reading through every entry
under that subject, because what it revealed was a changing
world, new (or helpfully, old) taxonomies of knowledge, and
highly specific references. It brought me into the sphere of
librarians whose handwriting I came to recognise, even if I
never knew who was who and which one really was Ida Leeson
(who I’d read about, whose hands were all over those cards).

Kate Evans in her garden. Photo by Joy Lai

Photograph, see photographer, see
daughter, a divorce scandal and the oddity of the
What am I looking fact his wife was hardly ever referred to by name,
photographs, see photography, see Photo [1]
-engraving. See also chalk-plate process.
for: is it a memory, but instead was called ‘Baby’ by the family.
So, Something Something Something
What’s the point of that anecdote? It has
is it an argument,
see also Inebriates Home. I wish I
stayed with me: it haunts me in the same way
is it a way of
could remember what took me there.
that, looking at historical photographs, I came
experiencing
I do remember that I was chasing
to always notice the characters at the side, the
various institutions at one point for
figures in the crowd who’d seen the camera,
the world?
histories of the homeless and destitute,
the kid with no shoes climbing a pole, the men
or those in quarantine, when I found
in street scenes with toddlers on their hip.
the card that said, ‘See also Inebriates Home’. Just think
The woman with the defiant jawline. All that detail that
of the historical and cultural work that phrase offers.
helps animate the past. But also, all that material, all those
For years, I was working on the history of journalism and
stories that are inside these libraries that have made me.
then on the history of press photographers in Australia.
It’s that mix of order — catalogued, listed, indexed, put
I remember reading the papers of one journalist, from the late
into reading and research guides — and the wildly eclectic,
nineteenth century. There were four boxes of papers of his life
surprising, personal, contradictory, wilful, astounding
and work, covering the years 1888–1908.* I knew when Queen
stories that can be found there, that shows me some small
Victoria had died in 1901 because suddenly letters were edged
part of what libraries can do. What they have done for me.
in black – a reminder of how tactile and physical is the work
Kate Evans is co-host of The Bookshelf on ABC Radio National.
of research. The materiality of it, the press of a pen into paper
from a century before. But this one stays with me because
*Dalley, WM ms: Dalley, William Bede (the younger)
ML MSS 135; 7-1150C 1888–1912
in the midst of tracking a career and trying to understand
Mitchell Vol 1: letters 1888–1912 Box 2: Divorce proceedings 1903–1908
‘press workers’, I was caught up in letters from his sisters,
Box 3: miscellaneous material 1888–1912 Box 4: related papers 1891–1908
in stories of an affair, abortion, the legitimacy (or not) of his
Pictorial material at Pic Acc 4764
The library that made me :
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Signs and Wonders:
Dispatches from a time of beauty
and loss
by Delia Falconer
Scribner

When she was a small child, my daughter would sorrowfully
repeat dire predictions for the world were bees to become extinct.
This, in part, is the underlying premise of Delia Falconer’s
book of essays, which ponders our future, tracking a trajectory
of feelings in parallel with escalating climate change.
Expanding on previously published essays, including ‘Signs and
Wonders’ and ‘The Opposite of Glamour’, winner of a 2018 Walkley
Award, these pieces range across subjects from birds, gum trees,
a history of coal, the coronavirus, bushfires and more, all linked
by consideration of the impact of human activity on the planet,
by how humankind fails to sufficiently consider the implications
of the decisions we make today for future generations.
In ‘The Disappearing Paragraph’ she considers how paragraphs have
become shorter, wondering if this might be ‘indicative of a more pervasive

Fishing for Lightning:
The spark of poetry

Bila
Yarrudhanggalangdhuray

by Sarah Holland-Batt

by Anita Heiss

UQP

Scribner

This collection of short essays focusing
on single Australian poems is a
compilation of Sarah Holland-Batt’s
poetry columns from The Australian that began in 2020. It
was an unusual column that became unexpectedly popular
with readers, both poetry lovers and novices alike.
These 50 pieces provide a detailed but unintimidating
entree into the craft of the contemporary Australian poet
(plus a few outsiders). Holland-Batt is a cogent and lively host,
easing us into each poem through a context that might come
from outside poetry, such as a current event or the season,
leading into different ways of reading the featured poem.
Holland-Batt gives a short survey of each poet and their
oeuvre, quoting from other poems to open a window into the
poet’s wider work, along with the close focus on one poem. In
doing so, she introduces the reader to different poetic forms, and
myriad poetic styles and techniques. The wide range of subject
matter, style and tone in these poems allows Holland-Batt to
evoke the exhilaration and possibility offered by poetry.
Jane Gibian
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The Marrambidya Bila — the Murrumbidgee River
— is the Bila Yarrudhanggalangdhuray, the ‘River
of Dreams’ in Anita Heiss’ expansive new novel set
in Wiradjuri Country in 1852. The devastating flooding of Gundagai that
year is proof that although the bila gives life, it can also take it away.
For Wagadhaany, the young Wiradjuri woman at the heart of the
story, Marrambidya (meaning big flood, big water) is to be respected.
But around her, gabaa do not listen. The ever-evolving impacts this
has on Wiradjuri Country and people, including Wagadhaany, are
profound. Laden with Wiradjuri language, Bila Yarrudhanggalangdhuray
is a moving and beautiful story about love, sovereignty, kinship
and belonging. It is also one of those rare, generous and
transportive opportunities to walk in our ancestors’ shoes.
Marika Duczynski (Gamilaraay)

All books available from the Library Shop: sl.nsw.gov.au/shop

loss of executive function’, that we
are no longer capable of processing
longer historical sequences, that our
preference for brevity signals ‘a shift
in our emotional regulation’, and
that these short, disjointed blocks of
information might be ‘unconscious
metaphors for our future isolation’ as
millions of species become extinct.
Falconer writes of the precariousness
of our present, and the knowledge that
we might already be living out our end
times on a planet expressing its distress
by disgorging long-buried treasures:
long-extinct animals, revealed in all
their wonder as the ice melts, ‘throwing
up phenomena of spectacular and
haunting strangeness’. Later, she writes
of ‘pre-traumatic stress disorder.’
‘Covid Walking: Diary’ reminds us
that just as we don’t look far enough
forward, we often fail to look far enough
back. The first known pandemic on
Australian soil was the 1789 outbreak
of a disease, thought to be smallpox,

that killed Indigenous people only,
who were seen by colonists in huge
numbers dead or dying under rock
overhangs, along beaches, in small
coves. A terrible reminder of an earlier,
desperate pandemic and its silent agony.
Some scientists warn that this is the
beginning of a new era of pandemic.
We are seeing the politicisation of
viruses, vaccines and masks. Perhaps
we should not really be surprised at
the number of people who decide that
climate change exists ‘on the basis of
whether they instinctively agree or
disagree’, that listening with urgency
‘to a world in distress … can easily be
dismissed as irrational or flaky.’
The essays create an ambience
verging on dread, though Falconer also
questions ‘our lack of urgency, terror
and justified outrage’. Some days, she
writes, ‘I just can’t get past the grief.’
She worries about her children’s futures.
She juxtaposes climate change with
everyday signs often rejected as unrelated

Permafrost

Louise Anemaat

by SJ Norman

New Australian Fiction
2021

UQP

Edited by Rebecca Starford

If there’s something linking the seven stories
in SJ Norman’s collection, then it’s a firm sense
of place. The visual and performance artist
sets their prose against a variety of locations,
including Japan in the winter, the modernday tourism around Auschwitz, and rural Australia. Norman’s
prose envelops the reader, inviting them into something that is
half memory and part imagination. What struck me was just how
intimate much of this felt, as if we have been allowed to observe
some inner self or be a fly on the wall during critical junctures in
Norman’s life. This is still the case when the story borders on fable,
as it does in ‘Whitehart’. Yet it is ‘Playback’, the last and longest tale
of the set, that fully captures the idea of fragmentary memory, and
the sensory triggers that we can collectively chronicle our lives by.
A remarkable anthology that, like the titular permafrost,
hides miles of material beneath the surface.
Richard Gray

local manifestations — mass fish kills,
disappearing flying fox colonies, declining
insect numbers, critically endangered
species, bushfires that rage for weeks
in ‘a planetary fire age’. She considers
how climate change is mirrored in our
culture, art, language and literature.
Recall that during the 2019 bushfires we
spoke of Armageddon and ‘fire porn.’
Falconer does not offer a discussion
of policy, energy, economics or statistics,
she simply wonders, instead, how we
are ‘to tell the story of this ongoing
loss.’ In the tiny window of opportunity
remaining, the ‘charismatic phase of
environmental collapse’, she considers
how to live from this point onwards.
She offers no solutions but the hope
that ‘we might just be able to slow
the collapse if we take radical action’.
Falconer recognises the profound
enormity and loss of climate change but
also, at times, its transformative beauty.

Kill Your Darlings
Kill Your Darlings editor Rebecca Starford
presents this third annual collection of short
stories, showcasing sixteen mainly emerging
authors. Their stories come from diverse viewpoints: in Ben Walter’s
‘Flash and Glow’ we see the toxic effects of human activity on oncepristine Tasmanian wilderness; in Daley Rangi’s ‘Takatapui’, we
witness the struggle against prejudice experienced by LGBTQIA+
Australians. Across the collection the writing is intriguing and
thought-provoking — as good short fiction should be — presenting
a vivid and sometimes startling glimpse into narrators’ lives as
they struggle with decisions, relationships and uncertainty.
The current pandemic may not be explicit but the prevailing
theme is of an increasingly precarious world. Old ways of living seem
untenable. Standing on the brink of a new tomorrow is for some
exciting, for others, terrifying. Tension peaks in ‘Flaring Out’, where
Scott Limbrick describes a familiar but unstable world where people
randomly combust. Strange days indeed. Written with compassion
and empathy, these stories will surely resonate with readers.
Renee Holman
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COOKING THE BOOKS

Oysters four ways,
accompanied by Gin Punch

On the Plate Oysters with Panko Breadcrumbs, butter, a little cream and nutmeg; Oysters with sesame-seed oil, soy, native finger limes; Oyster Patties;
Plain Oysters; Unshucked oysters. Photo by Joy Lai
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Recipes
Fool:
Lear:
Fool:

Canst tell how an oyster makes his shell?
No.
Nor I neither. – King Lear

Our home cook,
Darby Carr, writes:
If you love history, cooking
and a good laugh, I recommend
The English and Australian Cookery
Book: Cookery for the many, as well
as for the upper ten thousand.
The author, a self-proclaimed
‘Australian aristologist’, was in fact
Tasmanian politician Edward Abbott.
Published in London in 1864, it is
understood to be the first Australianauthored cookbook. To use an oldfashioned expression, what a hoot!
The names of some of the recipes
are worth their proverbial weight
in gold. Take ‘“Shuv” in the mouth’,
a mix of brandy, water and sugar,
or ‘Slippery Bob’, which are fried
kangaroo brains. A drink called
‘Blow my Skull’ that even the
aristologist describes as
‘very powerful’ sounds like a
hipster’s dream. And maybe the
new State Library rooftop bar will
open with jugs of Gin Punch for
us all, lined up on the slick bar?
After I put my hand up to cook for
Openbook, I imagined I would produce
a lavish eight-course meal. But when
it came time to whip up a storm, the
storm pointed to a lockdown-free
summer and the storm said, ‘Darby,
eat more oysters. Make them some
of the world’s finest, most delicious,
plump Sydney rock oysters. Wash
them down with a popular local gin.’
Getting involved with the lands of the
Wangal people on the Cooks River,
near where I live, was another reason.

First, the bivalves. Then as now, most
importantly, shuck the oysters yourself.
That juice inside is gold. Pre-shucked
oysters will be washed in water,
stripping all those wonderful juices.
I drew my inspiration from
these recipes of the Aristologist:
Oysters Stewed, Boiled Oysters,
Oyster Patties and Oysters Scalloped,
which appear verbatim, in the box
to the right. I was so intrigued by the
use of nutmeg and mace, as well as
lashings of butter and breadcrumbs.
The sheer quantities of oysters used
in recipes indicates our waterways
were still healthy, despite colonisation.
They must have been covered with
these precious bivalves of goodness
because recipes in the book often call
for three dozen oysters at a time.
For the Oyster Patties, I swapped the
patty-pans and made an old-fashioned
vol-au-vent case instead. I used very
small amounts of cream, butter and
nutmeg for the sauce, tasting as I went
along. Surprisingly, it didn’t ruin the
oyster as so many recipes do, and I would
use the nutmeg and mace in the future.
Second, the cocktail. In line with
border closures, I picked a fine local
variety, Gindu Gin. Full of botanicals
including blood lime, anise myrtle and
old man saltbush, it smells like Australia.
I adjusted the original quantities
of the recipe, swapping a full cup of
maraschino juice for a teaspoon of sour
cherry syrup, and a pint of gin for a more
responsible glass of gin. I also added
greenery with some mint and thyme and
some tiny bubbles of bush finger lime.
A toast to your good health!

Oysters
Boiled Oysters.—Take four oysters,
wash them clean—that is wash the
shells clean—then put your oysters
into an earthen pot, with their
hollow sides down; then put this
pot, covered, into a great kettle with
water, and so let them boil. Your
oysters are thus dressed in their own
liquor, and not mixed with water.
Oysters Stewed.—Put a pint of
oysters into a stewpan, with their own
liquor; add to the liquor a quarter of
a pint of cream or milk, some mace
and cayenne, and a little salt; when
it boils stir in an ounce of butter
mixed smoothly with a little flour,
then put in the oysters, bearded or
not as you choose. A few moments’
simmering is sufficient, and when
ready to serve add a little lemon juice.
Oyster Patties.—Put paste into pattypans, and cover them, with a bit of bread
on each; bake them, and by the time they
are done have ready the following to fill
them with on taking out the bread: Take
off the beards of the oysters, cut the
other parts in small bits, put them into
a small saucepan, with a little nutmeg,
white pepper and salt, lemon, cream
and a small quantity of the oyster liquor.
Simmer for a few minutes and fill the
patty-pans. Some prefer the oyster put
into the patty, and baked with the crust.
Oysters Scalloped.—Open the shells
carefully, and let the oysters remain in
the scallop-shell; put some butter, breadcrumbs, and a little mace into the shells,
and brown in a Dutch oven before the
fire. Send them to table hot. They may
be treated in a similar way and baked.

Cocktail
Gin Punch.—Pour half a pint of gin on
the outer peel of a lemon, then a little
lemon juice, sugar, a glass of maraschino,
about a pint and quarter of water, and
two bottles of iced soda-water. The
result will be three pints of punch.
Oysters four ways :
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WORDS

Alice Tonkinson

A GLOBAL

VIEW

The artistry of centuries-old globes
is only one aspect of their continuing allure.
In a matter of seconds, using Google Earth,
you can dive from thousands of kilometres above
the planet all the way down to the street outside your
own home. And yet, despite the staggering amount
of detail captured by satellite imagery, there
is still something fascinating about holding
a globe and spinning it in your hands.
Trying to capture this dizzying sense of wonder
has been a challenge as we prepare a display
of 18 historical globes as part of the Library’s
Maps of the Pacific exhibition. Although they were
made to have fingertips tracing journeys across
their surfaces, they are now incredibly fragile.
These globes span from the late sixteenth to
the nineteenth century. They record 300 years of
European exploration of the Pacific, the ocean that
covers nearly a third of the earth’s surface. As each
successive globe depicts the region’s geography
more accurately, it imposes colonial markings on
lands with ancient cultures. Spidery tracks mark
explorers’ voyages, places are named and renamed,
and different colours are applied to signify possession.
As well as these terrestrial globes, the Library
has many celestial globes, which show the position
of stars and constellations in the night sky.
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Across many cultures, navigators have used
the stars to determine their location at sea.
En masse, these globes make an arresting sight.
Not only is scientific knowledge on display, but also
the craft and artistry of globemaking as it developed
over time. Early globes were luxury objects that few
could afford. Engraved by hand into metal, or painted
onto wooden spheres covered in fabric or vellum,
they were costly and time-consuming to produce.
The invention of printing in the fifteenth
century — and its wider use from the sixteenth
century — changed the way globes were made.
Multiple copies of the gores (the paper segments
that cover a globe with the image of a map) could
be printed from the same set of copper plates.
Included in the exhibition are a terrestrial and
a celestial set of gores, made in 1693 by the Italian
globemaker Vincenzo Coronelli. They were designed
for globes measuring an immense 107 cm in diameter,
but never affixed to the shells. Seeing them unfurled
like this, we can appreciate the skill and imagination
needed to prepare a map in spherical form.

As production techniques improved, globes
became part of everyday life in homes, schools,
offices and libraries. But despite their ubiquity and
utility, they maintained a distinct aesthetic appeal.
Even the smallest globe in the exhibition is
striking to look at. With the title The Earth and
Its Inhabitants — and just 4.3 cm in diameter
— it was produced in the mid-nineteenth
century as an educational tool for children.
A vibrantly hand-coloured accordion strip
of paper folds out from the box, showing a series
of male figures that corresponds to different places
on the globe. Its order has clearly been arranged

to promote a supposed 'hierarchy' of ethnic
difference, with an ‘Englishman’ at one end
and a ‘Sandwich Islander’ at the other.
This tiny artefact is a reminder that globes didn’t
merely record imperial expansion, but also played
a role in reinforcing the ideology that underpinned
it. Behind the artistry and craftsmanship, lies
a complex history.
Alice Tonkinson is assistant curator
of Maps of the Pacific, open until 24 April 2022,
an exhibition made possible with support
from the State Library of NSW Foundation.

The earth and its inhabitants, c 1830–1840, by Carl Johann Sigmund Bauer

A global view :
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CARTOON

Happy 100th Birthday Ginge!

Eleven-year-old redhead Ginger Smith, later renamed Meggs, first appeared to Australian readers on 13 November 1921.
Making his debut on the back cover of the first colour issue of the weekly ‘Sunbeams’ comic supplement in the Sunday
Sun, ‘Ginge’ was one of a gang of cricket-playing larrikins populating the ‘US FELLERS’ strip. Reporting the success of
The Sun’s experiment in colour printing the next day, the paper stated, ‘wherever children congregated they were to
be seen scanning the contents with chuckles of delight … And it was not only the kiddies who enjoyed the pictures.’
No one could have predicted that the ongoing adventures of this happy-go-lucky Aussie lad,
created by Sydney cartoonist JC Bancks, would become the best-known, best-loved and mostenduring comic strip in Australian cartooning history. Happy Birthday Ginge!
GINGER MEGGS. THAT’S ME: More adventures of Ginger Meggs: Sydney: Sun Newspapers, 1924
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SHELFIE

Sydney-born Robert ‘Merlini’ Robbins (1926–1964) was first captivated by magic when he
saw American magician Carter the Great perform his spellbinding illusions.
Taking the stage name ‘Merlini’, 14-year-old Robbins was the youngest magician
to perform at the Tivoli Theatre and the first magician to perform on Australian television.
He acquired the magnificent reference library compiled by his mentor,
The Great Levante, then Australia’s most famous magician. Robbins’ collection of magic
books, posters and memorabilia was purchased by the State Library in 1968.
The Library’s latest exhibition How’s Tricks?: Magic in the Golden Age disappeared from view the same
day it opened in June, only to reappear again — like magic — in October. It will play on into 2022.

Cartoon | Shelfie :
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Three men and …

Three men and one boy
standing in front of
The Diggers Arms
owned by John Paterson,
ambrotype photograph,
c 1860–1865, unknown
photographer

The world of a goldfields
publican comes within
reach through research
to uncover the secrets
of an early photograph.
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The small, ruby ambrotype
photograph offered to the Library
was intriguing. It came without
notes about its location or date,
but it looked like it had been taken
on an Australian goldfield.
Pulling together various threads
of information, we were able to
uncover the secrets of an image

that ties together the lives of
three very different men and two
paintings in the Library’s exhibition
Paintings from the Collection.
The rare outdoor ambrotype
(a photographic process developed
in the 1850s) shows three men
and a boy standing in front of a
wooden building. A sign on the

The Gold Commissioner’s station at Timbarra, New South Wales, by Louisa Green-Emmott, oil on canvas, c 1870

building reads, ‘The Diggers Arms — by John Paterson —
licensed to retail fermented and spirituous liquors’.
To begin, we tried to link the name John Paterson
(or Patterson) with a hotel licence for a hotel called the
Diggers Arms in the 1850s or 60s. Several ‘Diggers Arms’
appeared in the NSW State Archives Publicans Licenses
Index, but none had John Paterson listed as the licensee.
Then on the Trove online newspaper database we
found two references in different issues of the Armidale
Express and New England General Advertiser to a licence
granted to ‘Mr. John Patterson, The Diggers’ Arms,
Timbarra’ in 1860 and 1861. Timbarra was a goldfield
near the New South Wales town of Tenterfield.
Further online research unearthed a privately published
family history and family trees on Ancestry.com mentioning
a John Patterson who ran an inn in Timbarra. The family
history told of Patterson and his wife Mary’s journey
from Scotland in 1849 to settle in the Sydney suburb of
Paddington. A baker by trade, John then moved his growing
family to country New South Wales, arriving in the newly
discovered goldfields of Timbarra in the late 1850s.
We are now confident that the well-dressed man with
a neck tie to the right of the photo is the publican John
Patterson. He is standing with one of his children, who
appears to be wearing a tartan smock and fez-like hat,
perhaps confirming the family’s Scottish heritage.

According to the newspaper clippings, Patterson’s
publican’s licence was granted by George Green-Emmott,
who in May 1859 was appointed sub-Gold Commissioner
of the Timbarra goldfields. Green-Emmott’s wife, Louisa,
painted The Gold Commissioner’s station at Timbarra,
New South Wales, c 1870, which now hangs in the
Library’s exhibition. It depicts the rudimentary official
compound and settlement at the Timbarra goldfield.
The life of our baker/publican took a tragic turn when,
in 1864, his wife, Mary, died in childbirth. It seems that
John Patterson gave up the Diggers Arms licence that
year, as he is not listed again. But he stayed in the area,
appearing in public records in 1875–1877, as a baker
in Solferino, a gold mining area east of Timbarra.
Not far away from Solferino was Yulgilbar, the estate
‘castle’ of pastoralist and businessman Edward Ogilvie.
Ogilvie’s portrait by Tom Roberts also hangs in the Paintings
exhibition. Family history lore tells that the younger
Patterson children went to school with Ogilvie’s children.
John Donn Patterson went on to marry again and had
five more children with Sarah Virginia Tree. In later years
he became blind and could no longer work. He died in
Parramatta in 1892 and is buried in the Mays Hill cemetery.
Anne Hocking, Librarian
Many thanks to Nicole Van Hout for providing extracts from Glenda
Sharpe’s family history The Patterson Story — Scotland to Australia 1849
on the Ship ‘Kate’.
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BEHIND THE SHOT

9.52 am, Monday 11 October. A simple hug says it all!
Students excitedly reconnected #IRL while waiting
for the Library to reopen after its 108-day forced
closure due to COVID-19. A sense of quiet relief
rippled down the growing queue; eyes smiling as
students spotted their masked friends approaching.
Now to prepare for HSC exams like no other!
Photo by Vanessa Bond

All wrapped up with nowhere
to go. It was as if Christo had
visited when the Library’s
much-loved Mitchell Reading
Room was temporarily closed
for preservation works in
October. For the first time
in more than 20 years, the
ceiling was treated to a
brand new coat of paint.
Over 1400 hours of work
and 1200 litres of paint went
into transforming the grand
2000 square metre ceiling!
Photo by Bruce York
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Emerging from
something …
On 10 August, my household — friends
in their 30s living together to afford
Sydney’s skyrocketing rental prices
— were given our 90 days’ notice. The
owner wanted to sell. Having to relocate
in the middle of a pandemic lockdown
is stressful. But, as with many times
of trouble, it brought my community
together and prompted large acts of love.
The person in the photo is my partner.
She sits in a window, cleaning a house
she’s been visiting for only a bit over
a year. She has this magical quality of
finding joy in menial tasks, the perfect
teammate to have when catastrophe
hits — solid, hard-working and reliable.
But what I love is that more often than
not, she is also giggling away at the
absurdities of life. A serious mood-lifter
when you’re navigating the complex
housing landscape and the stress of
a lockdown end-of-lease clean.
Why do I love this photo? Because
it captures a moment of ending, and
beautiful new beginnings. How can
I be worried about saying goodbye to
another home, when I have this beautiful
giggling creature to hold my hand.
The future can take so many shapes,
but at least I’ll have good company.
Photo and words by Zoe Jeanne Burrell

Behind the shot :
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INTERVIEW

Andrew
Kwong
Dr Andrew Kwong,
writer and Central
Coast GP, won the
Michael Crouch
Award for a debut
book in the 2021
National Biography
Awards.
Photo by Andy Carr

AND AUSTRALIA FOR WORK AND EDUCATION.
DID YOU FIND YOURSELF RE-READING
HISTORY TO MAKE SENSE OF YOUR STORY
ALONGSIDE THESE EVENTS?

One Bright Moon gives a glimpse of what
it was like living through challenging
times in a struggling new republic when
the world was still recovering from
WWII, when the global political divide
threatened the hard-earned peace of
the Chinese people and planet earth
itself, in the form of the Cold War.
Life was tough. The fact is we all live
through history but, sadly, continue
not learning from it to make sure
devastating historical events don’t repeat
themselves. Unintentionally, my memoir
makes sense of the present geopolitical
rumblings that threaten world peace.
YOUR FATHER WAS CLEARLY A GREAT
STORYTELLER, THOUGH CAREFUL TO TINGE
HEROIC FOLKTALES FROM PREVIOUS
DYNASTIES WITH APPROPRIATE

ONE BRIGHT MOON DESCRIBES AN EVERYDAY
BOYHOOD WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY,
FISHING AND SWIMMING, IN THE TOWN OF
SHIQI, IN THE PEARL RIVER DELTA, DURING
THE 1950S AND 1960S. YET YOUNG AH-MUN,
AS YOU WERE THEN, IS ALSO SURROUNDED
BY PROPAGANDA, FAMINE, PUBLIC
HUMILIATIONS AND EVEN EXECUTIONS. YOUR
OWN FATHER IS SENT TO A DISTANT REEDUCATION CAMP. WHAT WAS IT LIKE TO
REVISIT YOUR CHILDHOOD?

Writing a memoir is a rather soulsearching task, as well as a reflection of
one’s life. Included should be any events
that have left a life-long impression,
good and bad, happy and sad, warts and
all. My childhood was complex, as it was
for millions of people around me in the
wretchedly poor, exhausted, isolated,
infantile People’s Republic of China at the
height of global sanctions and embargos.
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It would have been a lot easier to
let those experiences remain deeply
buried and not ever exhume them, as
many of my contemporaries would do;
just look ahead and live life as I had
done in my formative years, preserving
and nurturing that tiny spark of hope
I hung on to, working towards fulfilling
my dream of becoming a doctor one
day. But recording those difficult
times afforded me a much deeper
understanding of what humanity is
really about. I wrote away the sadness,
resentment and anger at an unfair world.
YOUR STORY TAKES PLACE WITHIN MAJOR
EVENTS OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY CHINESE —
AND WORLD — HISTORY: THE GREAT LEAP
FORWARD, THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION, THE
INFLUX OF REFUGEES TO MACAU AND HONG
KONG, MIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES

REVOLUTIONARY FERVOUR. WHEN DID YOU
START TO THINK OF YOURSELF AS A WRITER
AS WELL AS A DOCTOR?

Baba was indeed a vivid storyteller, like
so many from all cultures since time
began. That’s how stories and legendary
tales pass down from generation to
generation. Storytelling provided him
with a brief respite, gave him enough to
carry on for another day, to endure the
tremendous impact of a revolution.
I remember clearly the exact moment
when I decided to document my personal
story for my children, and their children.
It was New Year’s Day 2000 at my sister’s
home in Potomac, Maryland, USA during
a regular family visit to my ageing mother
and my three sisters and their families.
I woke predawn as usual, a habit since
those days when I gazed at the stars on
the Shiqi levee wall and thought about

life. Looking out of the window at the
faint glow of the horizon, the snowcapped, undulating paddocks of the
distant neighbours began to rouse from
somnolence. There was not a sound. The
universe was at peace. A family of deer
were grazing, the vigilant parents guiding
the young, assuring their safety from
predators. At that moment, something
indescribable rushed at me, and the
images of my parents’ endeavours to
feed us in the times of famine amid a
revolution hit home. I knew I had a job
to do to honour their love and sacrifice
for our survival, and our future.
WERE YOUR WIFE SHEREE AND YOUR OWN
NOW GROWN-UP CHILDREN SURPRISED
BY YOUR LIFE STORY? WHAT ABOUT
YOUR PATIENTS?

On school holidays in the 1980s and
1990s, like many NSW families, we took
the long drive north to catch the sun and
the glorious beaches. To keep the three
children entertained when they became
restless on those road trips, I used to
tell them snatches of the happier times
when I was young, careful not to burden
them with the devastating parts.
My wife Sheree knew only snippets.
She didn’t care about my background
when we fell so deeply in love, only
discovering more as I began to draft
One Bright Moon, sharing the tears.
My children and their families are very
proud of the book. The grandchildren
took it to school for show and tell!
As for my patients, no, I didn’t
share my experiences with them
until after the book was released and
when it became well received. Being
shortlisted in the 2021 National
Biography Award was a great honour;
to win the Michael Crouch Award
for a debut work has absolutely been

icing on the cake. Like my family, my
patients are very proud of me indeed.
YOUR DESCRIPTIONS OF HUNGER — LIVING
ON THE VERGE OF STARVATION, FANTASISING
ABOUT FOOD, EVEN EATING ALGAE — ARE
VIVID. CAN SOMEONE EVER RECOVER FROM
THAT DESPERATE EXPERIENCE?

Hunger and starvation, war and
massacres of innocent people, untold
hardship and challenges are all part of
a humanity that has learned little from
history; so human sufferings continue.
‘In the end love and family are the most
powerful forces in our lives’, is what
author Susanne Gervay reflected after
reading my book. I do believe most people
can recover from desperate experiences,
given time to heal, with compassion from
others and the power of love and family.
YOUR BOOK’S OPTIMISM IS STRIKING. YOUR
MOTHER, WHO HAD EVERY RIGHT TO FEEL
MALICE AND RESENTMENT, SAYS AT ONE
POINT, ‘A BRIGHT MOON WILL SHINE AGAIN
ONE DAY, AFTER THE CLOUDS DISPERSE.’
HOW DID YOU SUSTAIN THIS LACK OF
BITTERNESS, BOTH IN YOUR WRITING AND
IN YOURSELF?

My mother offered us the bright moon
to hang on to — to hope in humanity, to
believe that people are basically of good
intent. To feel malice and resentment
is to consume the spirit and energy we
need to struggle to survive and live a
meaningful life. The many compassionate
people I have encountered are a
constellation of the virtue and goodness
of humankind. I always remember
what my father used to say to us at
the darkest moments: challenges are
there to test our strength, not there to
deter us from fulfilling our dreams.
To paraphrase Congreve, ‘They are the
moon and I am the man in the moon.’

PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOUR MEMORIES OF
ARROWROOT BISCUITS.

Since the 1800s when the Royal British
Fleet sailed up the Pearl River — my
birthplace perched by its bank — and
pried open the Chinese Empire to
force the sale of opium on the Chinese
people, numerous young men sailed
across the seven seas in search of better
futures. Many came to the goldfields
of Australia, the New Gold Mountain.
They would return years later to seek
a wife, which went on even during the
Big Famine of the early 1960s. Those
sojourners brought home what we called
Goldfield Biscuits to sweeten the deal
in arranged marriages. To us children,
arrowroot biscuits were manna from
heaven, especially during a famine.
Interestingly, since One Bright
Moon was released, packets of
arrowroot biscuits find their way to
my workplace. Precious to me as they
have always been, I have to be careful
of my weight and cholesterol.
YOU QUOTE YOUR FATHER SAYING, ‘THIS TIME
WE MUST GO AS FAR AWAY FROM CHINA AS
WE CAN, EVEN IF IT MEANS THE SOUTH POLE’.
LANDING IN SYDNEY IN 1969, COULD YOU
HAVE DREAMT OF BECOMING NOT ONLY
A DOCTOR, BUT THE AUTHOR OF A PRIZEWINNING BOOK WRITTEN IN ENGLISH?

Thinking back, I couldn’t imagine
being anything other than a doctor.
This drove me along as I worked after
lectures to put myself through medical
school. As to becoming a prize-winning
author in English, that had never
been my intention. The award was a
great surprise. I must confess though
that I’ve always enjoyed writing and
the process in perfecting the art.
One Bright Moon is published by HarperCollins
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QUIZ - 20 QUESTIONS

1

Which much-loved Australian ice cream brand was founded
in a disused shed in Manly in 1907?

2

Whose memoir begins: ‘I was born in the year 1894 at Maidstone
in Victoria.’ a) HV Evatt b) AB Facey c) RG Menzies

3

By what name is painting Number 11, 1952 better known? (Hint: its
purchase by a major Australian gallery was highly controversial.)

4

On what day do we celebrate National Wattle Day?

5

Neil Murray’s song ‘My Island Home’ was first performed by:
a) Christine Anu b) Warumpi Band c) Paul Kelly

6

May Gibbs planned to write an autobiography using the name
Ann Onymous. True or False?

7

ISO 216 defines the sizes of what item popular with readers and writers?

8

In what year was the first recorded women’s cricket match
in Australia held? a) 1874 b) 1894 c) 1924

9

Who accepted Patrick White’s Nobel Prize for literature in Stockholm
in 1973? a) Patrick White b) Sidney Nolan c) The King of Sweden

10

Which Francis is a patron saint of writers and journalists?
a) St Francis of Assisi b) St Francis Xavier c) St Francis de Sales

11

In 1934 Allen Lane came up with the idea for Penguin Books
on his journey back from a visit with:
a) Agatha Christie b) Evelyn Waugh c) Christina Stead

12

What was the first play performed by Bell Shakespeare,
in a circus tent, in 1991?

13

The ‘Karen’ of the 1978 Go-Betweens song of the same name
worked behind the counter in: a) a delicatessen b) a pub c) a library

14

Rupert Murdoch was the first media tycoon to launch a television station
in Australia. True or False?

15

What kind of creature is ‘Blueback’ in Tim Winton’s 1997 fable of the
same name?

16

Who said: ‘Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power
to unite people in a way that little else does.’?
a) Prince Harry b) Nelson Mandela c) John Howard

17

Australians in Antarctica celebrate midwinter with a sub-zero swim.
True or False?

18

David Gaunt is the co-owner of which iconic Sydney bookstore?

19

An almanack first published by John Wisden in 1864 continues
to chronicle which sport?

20

Which cartoon character made his debut in the Sunday Sun
on 13 November 1921?

Find the answers to this quiz at the bottom of page 6.
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Drew still had the needle
in his arm when Mum
and Dad found him on
their bathroom floor.
‘You’re a massive idiot,’
Joe says. They are driving
down the Princes Highway
and have just gone through
Nowra, over the bridge
that spans the Shoalhav
en.
Drew shrugs. His face is
grey; little beads of sweat
like
pinpricks on his forehead
. They are driving south,
to Joe’s
girlfriend Anna’s family
beach shack on the coast.
It is
winter, no one is there,
and no one knows what
to do
with Drew.
‘He needs proper rehab,
he’s going to be
withdrawing,’ Anna said,
but she doesn’t know
any more about heroin
addicts than Joe does. Joe
glances over again. Drew
looks like he is going to
spew. ‘Tell me if you want
to pull over,’ Joe says.
Drew doesn’t speak; he
has not said six words since
they left Sydney. Joe reaches
behind the passenger seat
with one hand to grab the
stash of shopping bags
he keeps
for when Juno takes a shit
on someone else’s lawn
and the
neighbour is looking. Joe
hands one to his brother,
who
holds it open in his lap,
and just that pose reminds
Joe
of their childhood. Drew
beside him in the car, long
drives where his little brother
always got carsick and
Joe would carry on about
the stench. Dad would
pull
over and Mum would stroke
Drew’s back while he lost
his guts in the bushes or
on the gravel verge littered
with crushed tinnies and
chip packets fluttering
in the
gusts from passing trucks.
It always made Joe’s jaw
tight
with fury, the tenderne
ss their mum heaped on
Drew
when he spewed. Joe didn’t
get carsick, he didn’t get
sick
and so he wasn’t treated
with the same gentlenes
s.
Drew rifles in his backpack
and pulls
out a smashed packet of
cigarettes.
‘Mate. Not in the car.’
‘When did you get to be
such a cunt?’

‘You can talk.’
Drew is tapping the pack
on the flat, meaty
part of his palm. The sound
makes Joe crave
a cigarette like he hasn’t
in years.
‘Just trying to make the
most of the time I have.
You used to do the same
but. Gave me my first ciggie.’
There is a car riding up
behind Joe, swerving, nearly
touching his bumper. Once
he would have taken it
as a
challenge. He would have
gunned it, then braked
suddenly.
Now he just pulls onto
the shoulder. Juno whines
low
in the backseat.
‘Outside,’ Joe says, turning
off the ignition.
‘Smoke that shit outside.’
Drew clambers out, untwistin
g the seatbelt, stretchin
g
his long legs. Joe has had
girlfriends who flirted
with his
little brother from the
time Drew was twelve.
Drew’s
Italian, dark-eyed looks
come from their mum.
Joe has
his dad’s bulk and sandy
hair. Now Drew’s frame
is
less
slim than gaunt, and his
skin is pockmarked and
pale, but
women are still drawn
to him. The cashier at the
petrol
station smiled at him earlier
when he asked for the toilet
key. Even Anna, the first
time she met him said,
‘He’s
a sweetheart. The way
you talk he’s some kinda
crim.’
Is that the thing to blame?
Women always wanting
to save him?

Joe smacks the steering
wheel and gets out as well,
grabbing Juno’s lead from
the backseat and clicking
it
on her collar. He stands
beside his brother on the
edge
of a eucalypt forest, a copse
of trees that filter
the late afternoon light
and turn it golden. It
smells like wood smoke
and gum leaves. Juno
squats and a rivulet of yellow
flows downhill.
‘Got a smoke?’ Joe holds
his hand out and Drew
smiles for the first time
that day. They smoke in
silence.
Joe savours the taste of
tobacco and the sting of
smoke
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Are you an Openbook person?
If you love books, history, art, photography and ideas, and
like to keep up with new writing and diverse voices, your
answer must be yes. So, join us four times a year!
Openbook starts conversations, celebrates new talent, takes you into
the State Library’s underground stacks, examines new acquisitions,
shares recipes and provides hours of enjoyable reading.
Plus, thanks to our friends at Hachette the first 50 people
to subscribe will receive a free copy of Michael Mohammed
Ahmad’s novel The Other Half of You. Written as a father’s
letter to a son, it features Lebanese-Australian Bani Adam who
appeared in Ahmad’s celebrated previous novels The Tribe, and
the Miles Franklin shortlisted The Lebs. One reviewer described
Bani as ‘funny, punchy and emotional, a great character to read.’

Subscribe/Give as a gift
Your subscription will commence with the current issue.
12 months/4 issues $40 (includes postage in Australia)

Subscribe here: sl.nsw.gov.au/openbook
Library Friends receive Openbook for free
as part of their member benefits.
Get more info here: sl.nsw.gov.au/join/become-friend
20 questions | Subscribe :
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20 JAN
Magic show

Specialist children’s
entertainer Tracy from
Trace of Magic will
perform two shows live
at the Library. A magical
experience you won’t
forget — you may even learn
a new trick or two. $10 per
person (one accompanying adult free).
20 & 25 January. sl.nsw.gov.au/learning

10 FEB Curator tour
Fun for families

Merlini the magician
has lost his rabbits and
needs some help to find
them before his magic
show begins. Pick up
a trail card and search
the Library to find the
runaway bunnies. Find all 10
and pick up a prize from the Library’s
Information Desk. Free, 1–30 January

Every second Thursday at
5.30 pm, take an after-hours
tour of the Library galleries
with one of our curators,
followed by a viewing of five
of their favourite things.

FEB Book Club

The B List Book Club returns
‘in real life’ for its fourth year
with must-reads by debut and
established writers. Hosted
by award-winning author
Bri Lee. $20 (free online)

Maps of the Pacific,
1500–1860

Exhibition

Events

W H AT ’ S O N

Explore the beauty, art and
science of maps across three
centuries. Some of the most
rare and remarkable maps,
charts, atlases and globes of the
Pacific, held in the Library’s
extensive collection, will be
on display — many for the first
time. Free, until 24 April 2022.

Must visit

Novissima totius terrarum orbis tabula,
c 1690, by Johannes de Ram
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This summer, enjoy more of the
much-loved State Library than ever
before with the launch of its rooftop
bar. Nestled atop the Library’s historic Mitchell Library
Building, The Library Bar offers a unique experience in
the heart of Sydney. Head to the observation deck for
stunning views of the Harbour and across the Domain.
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Enjoy open-air sunset cocktails with friends or find
a cosy spot indoors and soak up the warm and friendly
atmosphere. The carefully curated menu aims to
showcase the best produce NSW has to offer.
Open Wednesday to Saturday, 4 pm – 10 pm,
for cocktails, wine and grazing.
No bookings required. @thelibrary.bar

17JAN

Happy birthday to
May Gibbs, born on this
day in 1877. A treasured
children’s author and illustrator, Gibbs’ iconic
works are still popular to this day. Her enchanting
underwater tale Little Obelia celebrated its centenary
in November 2021. It was the third and final full-length
book to feature Gibbs’ trademark gumnut babies,
Snugglepot and Cuddlepie. The original manuscript
for Little Obelia, and a selection of illustrations,
are on display in the Library’s Amaze Gallery.

On this day

D E TA I L S & B O O K I N G S : S L . N S W. G O V. A U / W H AT S - O N

The Amaze Gallery

How’s Tricks?

Magic in the Golden Age
Step behind the velvet curtain and discover
the history of stage magic in Australia through
a spectacular collection of rare books, trick
manuals, show posters, flyers, photographs,
props and more. Don’t forget to pick up the free
‘how to’ trick cards. Free, until 27 March 2022.

Visit the Amaze Gallery
and enjoy an ever-changing
display of remarkable
items from the Library’s
collection, including an
original Pro Hart etching
and photographs of iconic
Australian musicians by
award-winning photographer
Wendy McDougall.

Save the date

14 FEB

Don't miss

Little Obelia, and further adventures of Ragged Blossom,
Snugglepot & Cuddlepie, May Gibbs, 1921. © The Northcott
Society and the Cerebral Palsy Society, 2021

Library Lovers’ Day

To celebrate Library Lovers’ Day, over 50 books
will be scattered in parks, bus stops and
popular lunch spots during the entire month
of February. It’s all part of Books in the City,
a Library project that aims to spread the joy
of reading one book at a time. If you see a book,
pick it up, take it home and read it. Once you’re
done, leave it somewhere else in the city for
another reader to discover it. @books.inthecity
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B E S T C AT

With floor-to-ceiling books,
hidden corridors and stairwells
and underground stacks (seven
floors below street level!), the
Library is a place you can easily
get lost in ... making it the perfect
setting for Libby Hathorn’s
new children’s story.
The Best Cat, the Est Cat
is a delightful tale starring
a mysterious cat who takes
young readers on a rollicking
adventure through Australia’s
oldest Library.
Purchase a signed copy
from the Library Shop by
31 December 2021 and go in
the draw to win a special behindthe-scenes tour of the Library
with author Libby Hathorn
and illustrator Rosie Handley.
sl.nsw.gov.au/shop
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Libraries are good sports.

To go from being a wee girl
haggling over library cards with
my siblings, my friends,
neighbours, my parents and
my aunt, to be standing here
today receiving this award is
phenomenal for me …
Anna Burns, accepting the
International Dublin Literary Award
in 2020 for Milkman

